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FOREWORD

FOREWORD

This report was prepared by Harris Miller Miller & Hanson Inc. under Work Order No. 2
of National Park Service Contract CX-2_0-0-0025: Comprehensive Aircraft Management
Studies, Various National Park Service Areas - administered by the Department of Interior,
National Park Service.
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Backgroundand overvlow, Section 1(a) or"Public Law 100-91 requires the Secretary of the
Interior, acting through the Director of the National Park Service, to "conduct a study to
determine theproper minimum altitude which should bemain tained by aircraft when flying
over units of the National Park System."

As part of that study, the technical acoustical literature was reviewed to determine the
effects of altitude on aircraft sound levels on the ground. This report summarizes that
literature review. And basedupon that literature review, this report discussesthe potential
acoustical effectiveness of using altitude as a mitigation measure for any adverse effects of
aircraft sound within the National Park System.

To avoid confusion and to conform to common word usage, this report uses "height" instead
of "altitude" to denote "height above the ground." In addition, because the total slant
distance -- height combined with horizontal range - is fundamental to the sound level on
the ground, this report focuses upon the effect of total slant distance, rather than height
alone, upon sound levels on the ground. Where necessary, a distinction is made between

i!! the height component and the horizontal component of total slant distance.

_ It is common knowledge that sound levels "drop off" with slant distance from a source of
I'. sound. This report discusses that drop off with distance. It is not so commonly known at

!i what rate sound levels drop off as distance increases, nor that this drop-off rate depends
upon a host of complicating factors. This report is primarily concerned with the drop-off
rate of sound with slant distance, and with the various coml_licaring factors that determine
the drop-off rate.

Specifically, this report begins with the "baseline relationship" for the effect of slant distance
upon sound levels. This baseline relationship is called "sound divergence." The report then
discusses the factors that complicate this baseline relationship. These complicating factors
consist of:

*'atmospheric absorption," which depends upon humidity, temperature, and
atmospheric pressure - plus strongly upon the aircraft's sound spectrum
(frequency components),

attenuation due to intervening hills and heavily wooded areas,

"ground attenuation," which depends upon the type of ground and its proximity
to the sound path - as well as the aircraft's sound spectrum, the wind
direction/speed, and vertical temperature gradients, and

NPOARopon No.91-4 HMMHRopoRNO.2_940.tm
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the particular "acoustical descriptor" that is of concern as the aircraft flies by. As
an aircraft flies by, its sound level first increases as the aircraft approaches, then
reaches a maximum, and then decreases as the aircraft recedes into the distance.
Several acoustical descriptors are commonly used to describe this flyby's entire
sound-level history. Each of these acoustical descriptors is a different measure of
the aircraft's sound during the flyby. Each can serve a different purpose in
assessing the acoustical effects of the flyby. And each depends somewhat
differently upon slant distance.

Finally, this report concludes with a summary of the effect of aircraft altitude upon sound
levels on the ground, taking all these complicating factors into account. Included in this
summary is a discussion of the potential acoustical effectiveness of using altitude as a
mitigation measure for any adverse effects of aircraft sound within the National Park
System.

GEneralfindings. The literature review resulted in the following general findings concerning
the effect of aircraft slant distance on sound levels on the ground:

Due to "sound divergence," sound levels decrease 6 decibels for every doubling
of slant distance from any source of sound, including aircraft•

A 6-dedbel reduction is a moderate-to-substanfial one - equivalent to decreasing
one's voice effort from "loud" to "raised," or from "raised" to "normal" - or
equivalent to facing directly away from a listener instead of directly towards the
listener. A 6-dedbel reduction is easily sensed by people, even when they are net
being attentive to the sound. Two such reductions, for a total reduction of 12
decibels, are equivalent to shutting a window to outdoor sounds.

Due to "atmospheric absorption," sound levels decrease with slant distance an
additional amount of approximately I-to-2 dedbels every 1000feet.

Taking both sound divergence and atmospheric absorption into account, stepped
increases in slant distance reduce sound levels in steps as well, but with
"diminishing returns." The sound.level steps become ever smallerwith increasing
distance.

If an aircraft flies byat a relatively large horizontal range, and if theaircraft height
is low enough so that hills or heavily wooded areas interrupt the sound path
throughout the aircraft's flyby, then these hills will furth.er reduce the aircraft's
sound level on the ground. In general, aircraft,sound levels are reduced greatly
(15-to-25 dedbels) by intervening hills, and are reduced substantially (10-to-15
decibels) by intervening heavily wooded areas.

. This sound-level reduction generally occurs at relatively low aircraft heights, but
only at relatively largehorizontal ranges. Contrary toall trendsdlscussed above, • ..
increasing aircraft height in this situation causes an increase in sound level to
distant listeners/microphones -- as the aircraft emerges tnto directview. Once the
aircraftrises high enough so that the hills and wooded areas no longer intervene,
however, this effect is finished and the sound level then decreases as usual with

,; increasing aircraft height.

NPOAReportNo.01,4 HMMHReportNo,2D0940.C_
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In a manner analogous to intervening hills, "acoustically soft" terrain (grassland
or other ground that contains root structure, plowed or aerated earth, snow, or
other "fissured" ground) reduces sound levels when sound paths "graze" across
such terrain. This reduction can be as large as I0-to-15 decibels when the
elevation angle of the aircraft, above the horizontal, is very small.

In this case, increasing the aircraft height causes an increase in sound level to
distant listeners/microphones - as the aircraft rises above the ground's influence.
Once the aircraft rises high enough, however, this effect is finished and the sound
level then decreases as usual with increasing aircraft height.

Mor0sp0clfle d0lall=. As an aircraft flies by, its sound level first increases as the aircraft
approaches, then reaches a maximum, and then decreases as the aircraft recedes into the
distance. The following figure shows this varying sound level during a representative flyby:

I I I
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Different acoustical descriptors can be used to describe this entire flyby. Several descriptors
of potential concern to the Park Service are shown in an approximate manner in the figure.
See the main text and appendices for definitions and further explanation of these
descriptors. Each of these descriptors is a different measure of the aircraft's sound during
the flyby.

I.
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The effect of aircraft height upon these acoustical descriptors depends upon the location of

the flight track relative to the listener/microphone on the ground. Three situations are of
importance:

when the flight track is directly overhead, or nearly so,

when the flight track is to the side, laterally displaced from the listener

/microphone, with the sound grazing across relatively fiat ground, and

when the flight track is "below" the listenermicrophone, directly visible in an
immediately adjacent valley, gorge, or canyon.

Flight traak ovarh0ad, When the flight track is directly overhead, or nearly so, then the sound
levels at the listener/microphone reduce In value as aircraft height increases. The following
table shows the approximate effect of increased slant distance upon the acoustical
descriptors that are of potential importance to the National Park Service:

APPROXIMATE CHANGES IN SOUND LEVELS

DUE TO IO00-FOOT INCREASES IN SLANT DISTANCE TO THE FUGHT TRACK

INCREASE DECREASE DECREASE DECREASE DECREASE DECREASE CHANGE
IN IN IN iN IN IN IN

MAXIMUM TOTAL AUDIBLE
SLANTDISTANCE SOUND ONSET SOUND SOUND CHANCEOF AUDIBLE

TOFUGHTTRACK LEVEL RA'IE EXPOSURE EXPOSURE DETECllON DURA'nON

hemt25 Itto 1,00S0 24dB 20nl_,.oc 14dS t4dB 0% ÷tO_
thento2,000II 0 dB 3 dB/so¢ 6 dS 6 dB 0_ ÷7soc
thento3,000It 5 dB 1dB/sec 5 dS SdB O% +7sec
thento4,000g 4 dB 1dB/soc 3 dB 3 dB 0% +4_c
thento5,000it 4dB I dB/se¢ 2 dB 2 dB 0% .2 loc

thento6,000fl 3 dS OdBJso¢ 2 dS 2 dB O% Osoc
thento7,000It 3 dB OdB/soc 2 dS 2 dB O% 0se¢
thenth0.000II 2 dS OdB/se¢ 2 dS 2 dS O% -1 se¢
thento 9,000It 2 dS OdB/e_¢ 2 dB 2dS 0 % --2=e¢

ironth 10,000fl 2 dB OdB/sc¢ 2 dS 2dB 1% -2 Soc

IhenIo11,000fl 2 d8 Od_/soc 2 dD 2dB 19% -2 see
Iherlto12,000N 2 dS OdSIsec 2 dB 4 dB 40 % -4 oo¢
Ihento13,000It 2 dB OdS/sec 1dB 7 dB 25 % -6 soc
thento14,000It 2 dB 0 dB/sec 1dB 11dB to % -12 soc
thenth 15,000It 2 dB OdBP..ec 1dB 17dB 4% -15 _ec
thenth 18,000It 2riB OdB/e,oc 1 dB 25dB 1% _e

PlOT[S:1. T_bbw_ c_mputodfor(1)l ¢ornr_¢_lSta_.2 jolaJrcta_Izawtlisga1400milesperhournnd(2)thr 'moder_o'
backgrOUnd_oundbvols.Seetext[orothercondltb_+ .

2, "rileL_bulatnd=c_usUcaidesc_ptonsezodefinedIntheappo_RxonTechnicalTronsJatlons.

3. Whena [lightb_ckisdirec_mmthoad,itssimsdMancoequabIRe=lrclaflheightabo'mtheground,

For the first three acoustical descriptors in the table (Maximum Sound Level, Onset Rate,
and Total Sound. Exposure), lO00-foot stepped increases in slant distance reduce the
acoustical descriptors in steps, as well, but with "diminishing returns." The situation is more

NPOA Raport No. 01.4 HMMH Ropmt No. 200940,02
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complex for the last three descriptors in the table (Audible Sound Exposure, Chance of
Detection, and Audible Duration), which depend upon aircraft audibility above the non-
aircraft background sounds. For the Audible Sound Exposure, the steps first decrease in the
normal manner, but then they become quite large at the bottom of the table. This "transition
to inaudibility" at the bottom of the table also causes the tabulated pattern for the Chance
of Detection and the Audible Duration.

In the table, the transition to inaudibility occurs at a slant distance around 10,000.to-.15,000
feet. However, this transition to inaudibility would occur at different slant distances for
commercial jets at other speeds, and for other aircraft, and for other amounts of background

i sound. Even in a single location within a park, note that background sound levels often
vary significantly from day to day, hour to hour, and even moment to moment - often
influenced strongly by time-varying wind speed. In short, the transition to inaudibility is
real, but occurs at a slant distance highly dependent upon local wind and upon aircraft

' flight conditions.

Flight track to the sld0overrelativelyflatground. The situation is more complex when the flight
track is to the side, laterally displaced from the listener/microphone, with the sound 5razing
across relatively fiat ground. The table is a starting point for this situation, as well. In
addition, however, when the aircraft appears at tow elevation angles with the horizontal,
"acoustically soft" _'ound may attenuate the aircraft sound even further than shown in the
table, or it may be further attenuated by intervening hills or heavily wooded areas.

In these situations, the amount of further attenuation depends upon the elevation angle of
the aircraft above the acuusfically soft ground, or upon the blockage in the sound path by
the hills or heavily wooded areas. In turn, these depend upon the aircraft's height above
the ground. Increasing the aircraft height in these situations causes an increase in sound
level - as the aircraft rises above the ground's influence, or the hill's influence, or the
wooded-area's influence. Once the aircraft rises high enough, however, this effect is finished
and the sound level then decreases with increasing aircraft height, as shown in the table.

Righttmck*bolow'-dlroctlyvlslblolnanimmadiotolyadJacentvafley. gcrge,orcanyon. When the
flight track is "below" the listener/microphone, directly visible in an immediately adtacent
valley, gorge, or canyon, the situation differs in two respects. First, even though the flight
track is to the side, asdescribed in the previous section, thesound doesnot graze acrossflat
ground nor is it blocked by intervening hills or heavily wooded areas. For this reason, the
sound is not attenuated further than shown in the table, In other words, such a flight track
produces the same changes due to lO00-foot increasesin slant distance asdoes a flight track
overhead. Of importance only is the slant distance to the flight tracE.

Second, some aircraft direct different amounts of sound upwards and sideways, compared
to downwards. These differences in source "directivity" result in a different sound level
upwards/sideways than downwards, for the same slant distance to the flight track. With
this relative orientation between the flight track and the listener/microphone held constant,
however, the pattern of dependence of sound level upon slant distance is similar to that

i shown in the table above.

NPOAReportNo.91.4 HMMHReportNo.2gO940.t_
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Thepotentialacousticaleffectivenessofaltitudeasamitigationmeasure.The tableaboveshows,
at largeslant distances,that sound-levelreductionsconvergetosmall values(tend toward
zero) for each l,O00-foot increase in slant distance. In other words, lO00-foot stepped
increasesin slant distancereducesound levels in steps as well, but with "diminishing
returns." The sound-level steps become ever smaller with increasing slant distance.

For this reason, the enforcement of minimum altitudes above units of the National Park
System has potential acoustical effectiveness only when the aircraft presently fly relatively
low above these units. Slant-distance increases from 125 feet to 1,000 feet, for example_
would produce very large reductions in sound level (15-to-Z5decibels or so). Increases from
1,000 feet to 2,000 feet would produce smaller reductions, still moderate to substantial,
Increases from 10,000 feet to 11,000 feet, on the other hand, would produce only very small
reductions in sound level (around 2 decibels), and so would have little potential foreffective
mitigation.

In other words, moderate-to-substantial benefits (4-to-10 decibels or so) require an
approximate doubling of the slant distance between the aircraft and the
listener/microphone. Where existing slant distances are small, their doubling may come
easily, depending upon non-acoustical drcumstanees. On the other hand, where existing

: distances are large, their doubling Is essentially Impossible. Whereexisting slant distances
• are intermediate, their doubllng becomes more and more difficult the greater their initial

value. Doubling them may or may not be practicable for non-acoustical reasons.

If altitude restrictions are attempted as a mitigation measure above units of the National
Park Service, care must be taken to avoid the loss of soft-ground attenuation, or of
attenuation due to hills or heavily wooded areas. Where aircraft now fly low, these
attenuations may now accrue to points on the ground at large horizontal ranges from the
aircraft flight track. Requiting aircraft to fly higher in such situations might actually
increase sound levels far from the flight tracks- as the aircraft are forced higher, into direct
view or out of the ground's acoustical influence.

Several acoustical descriptors of aircraft sound reduce nearly to zero at specific slant
distances - distances at which an aircraft becomes essentially inaudible. In the tableabove,
this transitior_ to inaudibility occurs at a slant distance of approximately 10,000-to-15,000
feet. Thls transition to inaudibility depends strongly, however, upon the "moderate"
background sound levels used to compute this table. To a first approximation, transition
to inaudibility would occur at approximately 4,000-to-5,000feet in the presence of "strong"
surf sound in a National Seashore, and at approximately 20,000-to-30,000 feet in areas with
background sound levels close to the threshold of human hearing. Moreover, inaudibility
would occur at lesser distances for quieter aircraft and larger distances for louder ones.

In brief, we do not recommend any particular"inaudibility" distance as a minimum altitude
restriction above units of the National ParkService, for two reasons: (1) because inaudibility
depends strongly upon background sound levels, which are difficult to predict and which
vary significantly from day to day, hour to hour, and even moment to moments and
(2) because inaudibility depends strongly, as well, upon the type of aircraft and its speed.

NPOA Report NO. 91-4 HMMH Report No. _r_
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Aircraft sound also reduces with increased horizontal range, becauseincreases in horizontal
range cause corresponding increases in slant distance. In addition, as horizontal range
increases, the chance of obtaining/urther attenuation improves, if the sound grazes over

i acoastically soft ground or is interrupted by hills or heavily wooded areas, For this reason,
when aircraft fly low, relocating flight tracks to increase the horizontal range to sound-
sensitive areas within parks is a potentially effective mitigation measure.

NPOAReportNo,91.4 HMMHReportNo,2_CQ
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BACKGROUND

Chapter I. BACKGROUND AND OVERVIEW
k

Section l(a) of Public Law 100-91 requires the Secretary of the Interior, acting through the [

L

Director of the National Park Service, to "conduct a study to determine the proper minimum
I

altitude which should be maintained by aircraft when flying over units of the National Park

System."

As part of that study, the technical acoustical literature was reviewed to determine the
effects of altitude on aircraft sound levels on the ground. The study's literature review
included a search of exlsflng scientific literature that relates to (1) the most common aircraft

._ types flying over units of the National Park System, and (2) the "acoustical descriptors"
(measures) of aircraft sound that are most relevant to the park situation.

" This report summarizes that literature review, discussing sound divergence, atmospheric
,' absorption, attenuation due to intervening hills and heavily wooded areas, soft-ground
_ attenuation, and the acoustical descriptors that are of potential concern to the Park Service
::_ as the aircraft flies by.

_i Finally, this report concludes with a summary of the effect of aircraft altitude upon sound
levels on the ground, taking all these factors into account. Included in this summary is a
discussion of the potential acoustical effectiveness of using altitude as a mitigation measure
for any adverse effects of aircraft sound within the National Park System.

i NPOAReportNo.91,4 HMMH ReportNo.2D0940.02
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PRELIMINARYREMARKS

Chapter 2. PRELIMINARYREMARKSCONCERNINGTHE WORDS:ALTITUDE,
HEIGHT,HORIZONTALRANGE,ANDTOTALSLANTDISTANCE

2.1 Aflltudo end height

The word "ahitude" is not used often in this report. Its use is clouded by two conflicting
meanings: (I) height above the ground, and (2) height above sea level. Only the first
meaning is important here: height above the ground. Therefore, to avoid confusion and to
conform to common word usage, this report uses "height" instead of "altitude" to denote
"height above the ground."

2.2 Height,horizontalrange,andtotalaleutdistance:l

!_ As an aircraft files past a listener/microphone, its sound level there depends upon its flight
,_1 track's total distance from the listener/microphone. And this distance depends upon both
i! the aircraft's height above the ground and its horizontal range to the listenermicrophone.
':1

i! In this report, this total distance is called a "slant distance" to emphasize its two
components: height and horizontal range.

Because the total slant distance - height combined with horizontal range - is fundamental
to the sound level on the ground at the listener/microphone, this report focuses upon the
effect of total slant distance, rather than height alone, upon aircraft sound levels on the
ground. Where necessary, a distinction is made between the height component and the
horlzontal-range component of total slant distance.

NPOAReportNo.01-4 HMMHReportNo. 2g0040.C¢
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Chapter3, THE'BASEUNERELATIONSHIP'OFTHEEFFECTOFSLANT
DISTANCEUPONSOUNDLEVELS

As sound propagates outward from its source, the waves of sound "diverge" to fill more and
more space as they progress outward [Anderson, 1992] [Delany, 1978J [Embleton, 1982]
[Pierce, 1981] [Plercy, 1977, 1991]. Because they fill ever more space, the sound waves
become ever more diluted as they diverge. This dilution of sound with distance is the
"baseline relationship" for the effect of slant distance upon aircraft sound levels. It Is
technically called "sound divergence."

Due to sound divergence, sound levels decrease 6 decibels for every doubling of slant
distance from the source of sound, here an aircraft. 1 For example, if the sound level were
94 decibels at a distance of 125 feet from the aircraft, it would reduce to B8 dedbe]s (94
minus 6) at a distance of 2.50 feet, then to 82 dedbels (_8 minus 6) at 500 feet, then to 76
decibels (82 minus 6) at 1,000 feet - and so on. Table 1 shows this distance-doubling
behavior.

Table1. Sound-levelReductionDueto DivergenceOnly: Double-distanceSteps

SLANT SOUND.LEVEL
D/STANOE DJSTANCEsTEp SOUNDLEVEL STEP

125feet 94UB

250fool 125.[Oolincrease 88dB _ownSdB
500tool 250-footIrcmase 82dS downSdB

1,000foot 500-foolincrease 76dS downSdB

2.000feel 1,000.foolIncrease 70dB do_ 6S8
4,000teal 2,0_O.footircre_so 64dB down6UB
e,ooofoot 4,oo0-foolincrease 58dB down8dB

16,000feet 8,000-footinoease 52SS down6dB

NOTE,,,TabletedsoundfowlsarebaseduponIhoor/ralherIhanuponocluMaltcm/traoasuremenJs- theoryappliedtoan
#Jrcra_p_oduc/ng94doclbobsl125foal.Sound-_eveJatop';,hews'let,applyIoOHaltcrafltypesatstspeeds,

1 A 6.decibel reduction is a moderate.to.substantial one - equivalent to decreasing one's voice
effort from loud to raised, or from raised to normal - or equivalent to facing directly
away from a ]isfcner tnstead of directly towards the listener. A 6-decibct reduction is easily
sensed by people, even when they are not being attentive to the sound. Two such reductions,
for a total reduction of 12 decibels, are equivaiem to shutting a window to outdoor sounds.

T,
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As is apparent from this table, larger distance steps are needed at larger slant distances, to
achieve the same 6 decibels of reduction for each double-distance step. Another view of this
same relationship appears in Table 2, this time for equal distance steps -- initially 125 feet,
then 10O0 feet below the dashed ltne.

Toblo2. Sound.levelReductionDueto DivergenceOnly: Equal.distanceSteps

SLANT SOUND-LEVEL

z DISTANCE DISTANCES1EP SOUND LEVEL S'IEp

125 feet _.0 dB

250 feet lOS,feelIncrease 88.0 dg down g.Od_

375 fool 125-feotIncrease 84.5 dg down 3+5aB

500 fool 125-(ootIncrease 82.0 dg down 2.5dB

6_5 fool lg5-feotIncrease g0,0 dB down 2.g dB

750 fool 125.feot[nctuese 78,4 de down l.gdB

g75 fool 125-feet Increase 77,1 dB down 1,3dS

1,000 fool 125-feotIttcroase 75,9 de down1.2 dB
.......................................... . ............................................

!!_ 1,000 foot 75,9 de
e+goofeet 1,oo0-PoolIncrease _,9 dS down6.gaS

3+000f001 1,000.foollacrosse 66,4 dS down3,5 dS

,.+ 4,g00 feel 1,0004oolIncrease 63.9 dB down2,5 dS

i 5,000 feel 1,eoo-foolIns'ease 61.9 dB down2,g dO
•J 6+000feel 1,000.feel increase 60.3dB down 1,gdB

7,000 feet 1,o00-feol Iflcreas+ 59,gdB dowrr1,3 dB

8,000 feet 1,eoo.(oolincrease 57.8dS down1.2 dB

9,0GOfeet 1,00O.feolInore_se 56,6dB down1,0 dB

Io.Ooofeet 1,000.footIncrease 55,9dB down e.9 dB

11,00e feol t,eoo.feot Increase 55.1d13 down e.e dB

12,000foot 1,00o.feotlnctoa_o 54,3dB down o.o dB

13+00gfoot 1,000.footIncrease 53.6 aB down 0.7 dB

f4,_og feet 1,00o.feotInctooz,e 53.0dB downe.6 dB

15,_0gfeel 1,000.feolIncrease 52,4dO downe,6 dB

16,000 feel 1,000.[0olincrease 51.8dB down0,6 dB

NOTE: T£1buJaledsoundlevels are baseduporlIhoorylathertha_uponactualalrcroflmo_omer_s - lhooP/app0odIo an

al_crenp(odur,]ng94 doclbeba1125 feet. 5oundqevol_leps,however,applyIs ag aircrafttyposat an speeds,

As Table/_ shows_ equal distance steps do not produce equal sound-level steps.. Equal
distance steps have less effect at larger slant distances than they have at smaller slant
distances. Their effect gradually tapers off towards the bottom of the table.

Tht_ table illustrates a very fundamental result in acoustic. Stepped increases in slant
.: distance do reduce sound levels in steps as well, but with "diminishing returns." The

sound-level steps become ever smaller. If the table were extended above 16,000 feet, the
sound-level steps would tend ever closer to 0 dB for each additional 1,00D-foot Increase in
slant distance.

NPOA Report No, 01-4 HMMH Report No, 290940. n_
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Divergence, as summarized in Table 2, constitutes the baseline situation for the eKect of
slant distance upon sound levels. The following sectionsdiscussseveral complications that
overlay this baseline situation. These complications change the table somewhat, but de not
change the essential nature of the "diminishing returns" achieved with stepped increases in
slant distance.
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Chapter4, COMPLICATION:ATMOSPHERICABSORPTIONANDAIRCRAFT
SOURCE SPECTRA

The first complication concerns atmospheric absorption: the actaa] absorption of sound
energy during Its passage through the atmosphere [Anderson, 1992] [Delany, 1978]
[Embletan, 1982] [Pierce, 1981] [Piercy, 1977, 1991]. This absorption is caused mostly by so-
called "vibrational relaxation" of oxygen and nitrogen molecules during sound passage
through air. It depends upon humidity, temperature, and atraespheric pressure - plus
strongly upon the frequency of sound.

4.1 Depondonsoupon humidity, temperature,atmospheric pro=sure, and sound frequsncy

Several standard methods exist for computing atmospheric absorption at different
._ frequencies, as a function of humidity, temperature, and atmospheric pressure [ANSI, 1978J

[SAE, 1975]. The most widely used of these for computation of aircraft sound is the series
of tables published by the Society of Automotive Engineers (SAE) expressly for aircraft-
sound computation. At 70 percent relative humidity, 75 degrees Fahrenheit, and one
atmosphere pressure, the SAE tables show the following amount of atmospheric absorption
- for each 1000 feet of distance:

Fr0quoncy(H0rtz): 50 00 80 100 125 160 200 250 315 400 500 830 O0o 1,000
Absorptron(d3): 0,1 0,1 0,1 0.2 0,2 0,3 0,3 0,4 0,6 0,7 O.O 1.1 1,4 1.8
per 1000 feel

Ftoquoncy(Hertz): 1,250 1,600 2,0_0 2,500 3,1504,000 5,000=,3GO8,000 10,000
Aloofpriori(dS): 2.2 2,9 3.6 4.6 5.9 7.6 8.7 11.0 14,9 20.6
par1000feet

In this tabulation, the unit of sound frequency is Hertz (cycles per second). Absorptions are
tabulated for every "I/3-octave band," centered at the frequencies shown. 2

As shown in this tabulation, atmospheric absorption at 4,000 Hertz (7.6 dB per 1000 feet) is
thirty-eight times as great as that at 100 Hertz (0.2 dB per 1000 feet). At a distance of 10,000

;_ Three of these 1/3..octave bands constitute an "octave' on the piano - between the note C and
the next C, one octave higher, for example. /is the tabulation shows, frequency doubles in
value for each octave increase - that is, for every three of these 1/3..octave bands. The word
'octave' derives from the eight white keys in each piano octave.

NPOAReportNo. 91-4 HMMHReport No.2gO940,n_
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feet, tile atmosphere absorbs only 2 dedbe]s at 100 Hertz, but a much larger 76 decibels at
4,000 Hertz.

Because outdoor humidity and temperature vary considerably from moment to moment and
place to place along typical sound paths, computations with the full set of SAE tables are

not practicable, for lack of adequate input. Tile federally sanctioned coml_uter programs
_: require only approximate average conditions for satisfactory computation/

Table 2 on page 4 above must be modified to account for atmospheric absorption. Its
modification obviously depends upon sound frequency, In accordance with the frequency-

, dependent absorption values on the previous page. At a frequency of 100 Hertz, for
example, atmospheric absorption has only a small influence, as shown in Table 3,

_J

i i:

_ This report refers often to the data bases and computations of three particular compular
programs, sane[loaled by the federal government for the prediclion of aircraft sound levels:

Integrated Noise Model 0NM) of the Federal Aviation Adml_isR'aflon (FAA), which
pertains to cerumen:tel fixed.wing aircraft [FAA, 198_1,

Heliport Noise Model (HNM) of the FAA, which pertains to commercial helicopters [FAA,
19881,and

NOISEMAP of the U.S. Air Force (USAF), which pertains to military fixed.wing aircraft
and helicopters, but which contains useful baseline data for commel_Jal aircraft, as well
[USAF, 19861.

NPOAReportNo. 91.4 HMMH ReportNo.290940.ro
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Table 3, Standardfzed Sound.levol ReduCtion Due to Dlvergenco and Atmoephodc

Absorption: Frequency = 100 Hertz

SLANT SOUND.LEVEL
DISTANCE DISTANCESTEP SOUNDLEVEL STEP

125fool 94.0dB

250foot 125.foolIncrear_ 88.0dB down6.0dB

375feat 125-footIrcrea_ 84,5dB down3.5de

500fool 125-fool[rcfea_ 81.edB down2.6dB

625foot 125.foolIncrease 79,ede down2.0dB

750fool I25.feotIrctease 78.3dB down1.6dB

875foot 125.(oolincrease 77,0dB dew111.3dB

1,000feel 125qootIncrease 75.7dB down1.3dB

1,000feet 75,7de

2,000foot 1,O00_ootIncrease 69.5dB down6.2dB

3,000feet 1.000_outincrease 65,8de down3,7dE

4,000feet 1,O00-footIrruoase 63.1dB down2.7dB

5,000feet 1.0CO.foolincrease 60.0de down2.2d5

6,000feat 1,O00qoot[lfrooso 59.1de down1.8dB

7,000feet 1,000.[eelincrease 5?,edB down1.5dB

e,000feat 1,000.fool[lfrease 56.2dB down1,4dB

e,000feet 1,o00._otIrlcto_.so 54.0dB down12 dS

10,000feel 1,OO0.footIncrease r_,9de down1,1dB

11,000feel 1,OC_-foolincrease 51,9dB down1.0dB

12,000fo©l 1,O00-footincrea.._ _o.9dB down1,0dB

13,000foot 1,e00.foolIncrease 50.0dB down0,edS

14,000feel 1,O®.fo_tincreo.so 49.2dB downO,SdB

15,000feel I,O00.foutI_mase 48.4dB down0.OdB

18,000feel 1,oG0.footincre_ 47.6dB dew,0,8dB

NOTE:Nmosphedoet_,oq_onwa_computedfromtheSAEst_ndotdmethod_AE, 1975],emeumingairo]70pemenl
tolatiwhumld_',75 degreesF_zh_onhe]t,and1 atmospherepressure,ItapphesIoa| a[rcr_ttypesatal spe_ds.

frequency OE 4,000 Hertz, in contrast, atmospheric absorption has a much larger
influence than at 100 Hertz, as shown in Table 4.

Report No, IZl-4 HMMH Report No. 200940. r_
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Table 4, Standardized Sound.level Rodu_on Due to Divergence and Atmosphedc

Absorption: Frequency = 4,000 Hertz

SLANT SOUND.LEVEL
DJSTANCE DISTANCESTEP SOUNDLEVEL STEP

125feel 94,0dB

250feet 125-footIrcma_ 87.0dB down7.0gB

375feet 125.fo01increase 82,6dB down¢4 dB

500feel 125-foelIncrease 7g.edB down3.5dB

_5 feel lgg-feotincrease 78,2dB down2.9dB

750feet 125-rootIncrease 73.gdB down2,GdB

075feet 1sg.tholIncrease 71.5dB down2.2dB

l,O0Ofool I25-[o01ftcraase 69.2dB down2.2dB
................................................................ _ ......................

1,000feel 69.2di]

2,000feel 1,g00.Iootitlcre_se 55,edB down13,8dB

3,000feel 1.000.foolIncrease 44,0dB down11,1dB

4,000fool 1,000_01increase 34.4dB down10,tdB

5,000feel 1,000.rootincrease 24.8dB down9,8dB

S,OC'0feel 1,000.rootJnareaso 25,gdB down9.2dB

7,000feet 1.000.feelInceease 6.7(_ down6.9dB

8,000(gel 1,o00.feolincrease -2.1 _ downg.8d8

9,0(10feel 1,O00qoolincrease -10.7 dB down8.6 dB

10,000feel 1,O00.feotJncraaso -18.2 dB downg,5dB

11,G00feel 1,000.footIncrease -27.6 dD down8.4dB

12.000feet 1,O00-fool_crooso -00,0 dB dew/18.4dB

13,000Ieel 1,000.[oolincrease --44.3dB dowrt8.3dB

14,000Ioel 1.O00-foolIncrease .-52,5dB downg,2dS

15,000feel 1.000-(ootinuease -603 dB down0.2dB

18,000feet 1.000Jeerl,croaso --68.9dB down6.2dB

NOTE:NmospLedc=bocrptionwascomputedfromtheSAEslandotdmethod[SAE,1975],¢_surningaira_70percenl
(efalJvohumidly,75degreesFahrenhel,zz_d1atmosphereFessura.It_pliostoal_aJrcndttypesnl allspeeds.

At this high frequency of 4,000 Hertz, the sound-level steps approach 8 decibels of reduction
for each additional 1,000-foot increase in slant distance at the bottom or" the table. As is

obvious, the dependence upon frequency is dramatic. Note that the negative sound levels
in this table are real sound levels, though much too faint: to be heard.

In total, the net effect for any type of aircraft depends upon what frequencies predominate

in that aircraft's sound spectrum, as discussed next.

i

!i
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4.2 Aircraftspectrainthe"loudest"direction

Sound emissions from aircraft contain a whole spectrum of sound frequencies: from the
deepest "tremors" around 50 Hertz, to the mid-frequency "roaring" around 200Hertz, to the
high-frequency "whooshing and hissing" around 1,000-to-2,000 Hertz and higher. A
particular aircraft's sound spectrum depends upon its type and somewhat upon its speed.
In addition, for a particular aircrafttype and speed, the sound spectrum defends upon the
direction of sound emission from the aircraft. This directional effect is called the aircraft's'
"directivity."

Many aircraft spectra appear in the acoustical literature and in the data bases of the
federally sanctioned computer programs. Figures 1 through 4 contain "loudest-direction"
spectra that are representative of those aircraft that fly over units of the National Park
System. Plotted horizontally in each of these figures is frequency, with units of Hertz.
Plotted vertically is sound pressure level, the basic unit of sound.

Also plotted at the right of each figure are the "A-weighted sound levels" for these aircraft.
Each A-weighted sound level is a single number that is computed from the corresponding
spectrum of 1/3-octave-band sound pressure levels to the left in the figure. In effect, the
A-weighted sound level "condenses" the spectral information into a single number. A-
weighted sound levels are prescribed by many governmental agencies to assess
environmental sound. They correlate closely with human judgements of annoyance. In
practice, they are read directly on sound level meters, with the "weighting switch" set on
"A"[Anderson, 1992].

The commercial jet spectra of Figure 1 are typical of jet airliners on lntercity routes.
"Stage 2" refers to older-generation aircraft; "Stage 3" refers to newer-generation, generally
quieter aircraft. These spectra were measured during development of the data base for the
NOISEMAP computer model of the U.S. Air Force, for military planes/engines similar to
those in commercial service [USAF,1991]. Measurements were generally made at distances
of 1000 feet, for aircraft flying between 300 and 400 miles per hour, or during takeoff.

The military jet spectra of Figure 2 are typical of U.5. military aircraft flying along military
training routes. These spectra were also measured during development of the data base for
the NOISEMAP computer model of the U.S. Air Force [USAF, 1991]. Measurements were
generally made at distances of 1000 feet, for aircraft flying between 300 and 400 miles per
hour.

The heileopter spectra of Figure 3 are typical of helicopters used for air toursover National
Parks, plus military helicopters that overfly National ParkS. These spectra were measured
during development of the data bases for both the NOISEMAP computer model of the U.S.
Air Force [USAF, 1991] and the Heliport Noise Model of the Federal Aviation
Administration [FAA,1988] [Newman, 1954(all citations)] [True11977].Measurements were
generally made at distances of 500 feet, for helicopters flying between 70 and 150 miles per
hour.

NPOAReportNo,01-4 HMMHReportNo.2_g40._
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The propeller-aircraft spectra of Figure 4 are typical of propeller aircraft used for air tours
over National Parks. These spectra were also measured during development of the data
base for the NOISEMAP computer model of the U.S. Air Force [USAF, 1991]. Measurements
were generally made at distances of 1000 feet, for aircraft flying between 300 and 400 miles
per hour, or during takeoff.

Of importance to atmospheric absorption is only the "shape" of an aircraft's spectrum --
roughly, the relative amounts of low-frequency and high-frequency sound energy emitted
by the aircraft. The shapes of the spectra in Figures I through 4 depend only weakly upon
the particular measurement conditions mentioned above. Measurements at closer range, for
example, would shift a spectrum upwards on its graph bat would not significantly change
its shape.

4.3 Effo¢!ofalmosphorlcal_sorptlononthomaximumA.wolgMedsoundIovol

The net result of atmospheric absorption is computed as follows. At any given distance
" from the aircraft, atmospheric absorption is subtracted from the aircraft's spectrum,

separately in each 1/3-octave band. Then the sound pressure levels of each 1/3-octave band
are combined into the A-welghted sound level for that distance. Table 5 results from such
a computation.
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Table 5, Sound.level Reduction Due to Divergence and Atmospheric Absorption: Maximum
Sound Level

SLANT M,_XIMUM MAXIMUM.SOUND.LEVEL
DISTANCE DISTANCESTEP SOUNDLEVEL STEp

125fool 94dS

250feel 125.foottrcreaso f]7dB down?SB

375fool 125-f0alltcrea_ 82dB down5 dB

500fool 125.foolIncrease 79dS down3 dB

6_gfeel 1aS.foolIncrease 76dB down3 dB

750fool 125.fool[rctease 74dB down2d$

675fool 125.foolincrease 72dB downgd$

1+000feel 125_otIncrease 70dB down2 dB

1,000feel 70dB

2.000feet 1,COO.foolincrease EC2dB downgdB

3,000foot 1,aCO.(oolfeerease 57dB down5dB
4,000foot 1,O00.fo_lincrease 53sB down4dB

5,OOOfoot 1,O0O.foolfecrease 49dB down4d$

' S,O0Ofeet 1,O0OqoolIncrease 46eB down3dB

7,000feat 1,OCO.foolIncroass 43da down3dB
g,O00feet 0O0.foolincrease 41dS down2 d$

a,O00foot 000.foolIncrease 39dS down2 dB

10,000fool 000.foolfeateaso 37eB downgdB

_: 11,000foal O00.[ootfeue_se 35dB downgdB

12,000fool O00.feotincrease 33dB down2 dB

13,0_0feel 000.igorIncrease 31dB down2 dB

14,(X)Ofoot 000.foolIncrease 29dg down2dB

15,000feat O00.foolfecrease 27 dB down2dB

16,000feat 000.foolincrease 25 dB down2 dB

NOTES: 1. Tabbw_mpulodfor(1)acommerdotSloge.giotdrorontmvallingat400mIbsbarbaurand(2)for
%obarao'backgroundsoundlevers,s SeelaX1onpage_ forgiberCOrldJllores.

2. TheMaximumsomaLevelbd011nedfetheappendixonTecbalcalTt=lsfa!bns.

3. _0fl a _l[{]JlltrackfedJtoclJ_overload,ta slantd_co ¢quabIheaJ_t heightstavethegroanS,

4 Many of the babies and figures in this report are specialized for commercial jot aired'aft, father
than for rnilitary Jots or for helicopters or for prope]isr aircraft. The concepts that the
tables/figures illuslrale are general, however, to all aircraft types. Commercial Jet aircraft were
chosen to illustrate these general concepts because existing liters turn is more complete for them
than for other aircraft types. This relative completeness allowed compataUon of time histories
for commercial jet aircraft without the need for independent research and/or exterLqive
consolidation from data bases of the Federal Aviation Administration and the U.S. Air Force -

- or from privately held data not in the open literature.

NPOA Report No. nl.4 HMMH Report No. 290940,0_
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For the A.weighted sound level, which is a composite of all frequencies, the table shows
sound-level steps converging at large distances to approximately 2 dedbels for each 1,000-
foot increase in distance - compared to 0 decibels in Table 2 on page 4 above, which ignores
atmosphedc absorption.

4.4 Aircraft spectra and A.welghted sound levels inother directions

The sound spectra in the figures above pertain to the sound emitted in the "loudest"
direction from the aircraft. They were measured at that point in time during a flyby when
the aircraft registered its highest A-weighted sound level at the measurement microphone.

During a full flyby, the direction of sound emission towards the microphone constantly
changes. Initially the microphone picks up sound emitted in the forward direction by the
aircraft as it is approaching, and then sound emitted downwards or sideways when the
aircraft is closest, and then sound emitted rearward when it is receding.

Many directivity patterns have been measured around aircraft on the ground - during
engine runups and at the start of takeoff, for example. Unfortunataly, these directivity
patterns of sound emission are not typical of aircraft in flight. The forward motion of the
aircraft changes its sound emission significantly [Eldred, 1991]. Figures 5 through 7 contain
several representative directivity patterns around helicopters in flight [Newman, 1984 (all
citations)]. These directivifles were measured are at a constant distance of 500 feet from the
helicopter.

As the figures imply, in-flight helicopter spectra change significantly with direction. The
figures also illustrate that various types of helicopters are significantly different in this
respect.

In-flight dirsctivity patterns for jet and propeller aircraft are not generally available in the
open acoustical literature. Reliable data of this type are held privately, mostly by firms that
test aircraft for FAA noise certification. Pursuing and analyzing such data bases is beyond
the scope of this literature review.

When an aircraft spectrum changes with direction, so does its A-weighted sound level.
Unlike spectra, A-weighted sound levels are often measured continuously during aircraft
flyovers. Figure 8 shows A-weighted sound levels of representative aircraft, as functions
of direction underneath (or around) the aircraft ]Newman, 1980, 1984 (all citations)]
IPletrzko, 19BSJ [SAE, 1977J [True, 1977]. As is apparent from the figure, jet aircraft emit
more sound toward their "rear quarter" than in other directions. Propeller aircraft emit less
sound rearward. And helicopters vary significantly from model to model.

The federally sanctioned computer programs take source directivity into account in only the
simplest manner. The Integrated Noise Model (INM) assumes no directivity for propeller
aircraft and a so-called "dipole" direcfivity for jets, pointed sideways. NOISEMAP assumes
no dlrecfivity for either aircraft type. The Heliport Noise Model (HNM) tabulates A-
weighted sound levels in several directions for individual helicopters within its database.

NPOA ReportNo. 91,,4 HMMHReportNo, 2g0940._
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None of thesemodelsincorporatesthe type of spectraldependencyupon directionthat Is
shown In Figures 5 through 7, above. In general, the "loudest" direction is the most
important direction In assessing aircraft sound. For this reason, these federally sanctioned
programs incorporate only the spectrum in this loudest direction.

4,6 Potontlaloffocloof,,tmoophorlolurbuloncoandfocusing

During propagationbetweenan aircraft anda particularlocationofconcernon the ground,
sound energycan be "sCattered"somewhatby air turbulence. Suchscatteringresults in a
redirectionof thesoundenergyoriginallyheadedtowards thelocationof concern, through
small scattering angles, to ether nearby locations. It is generally believed that such
scatteringresultsin negligibleattenuationof soundlevelson theground, for sourcessuch
as aircraft [Piercy, 1977]. In essence, sound originally headed towards a parti_flar location,
then scattered somewhat "aside,"is replenished by sound originally headed "aside" and then
scattered towards the location of concern.

Atmospheric "focusing" can also affect aircraft sound levels on the ground. Such focoslng
occurs when temperature and wind gradients bend (refract) sound waves along their
propagation paths. Sometimes the sound waves are refracted so as to concen[t"atethem at
a particular location on the ground, like light is concentrating by a focusing magnifying
glass. And sometimes sound waves are diluted, instead, by refraction away from the

NPOARoportNo.91-4 HMMHReportNo.2go940.m
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particular location of concern, Atmosphericfocusingcancausedeviationsfromtheaverage
sound level on the ground by as much as +20 decibels, but on the average these deviations
will cancel out over time [Piercy, 1991].

!:
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Chapter 5, COMPLICATION: ATI'ENUATION DUE TO INTERVENING HILLS AND
HEAVILY WOODED AREAS

fl.1 Intervening hills

When an aircraft flies overhead, or nearly so, the maximum A-weighted sound level is not
affected by hills, for none interrupt the sound path when the aircraft is closest. However,
if an aircraft flies by at a relatively large horizontal range, and if the aircraft height is low
enough so that hills interrupt the sound path throughout the aircraft's flyby, then these hills
will reduce the aircraft's sound level at the listener/microphone. The hills act as a "barrier"
to the sound, which must bend (diffract) over the interrupting hilltops or ridges. In doing

!.i so, the sound level is reduced by the hill's "barrier attenuation" [Anderson, 1992] [Berthelot,
!:! 1987 (both citations), 1988] [GIT, 1988] [Pierce, 1981] [Rasmussen, 1985].

_:. The simple "thin-barrier" equations suffice in essentially afi cases - even for rounded,
ii acoustically absorptive hills [Berthelot, 1987J[GIT, 1988]. Barrier attenuation depends only

somewhat upon sound frequency, increasing approximately I decibel for each 1/3-octave
:'_ increase in frequency.

In general, A-weighted sou nd levelsof aircraft are reduced greatly by even moderately sized
intervening hills. The more deeply the aircraft flies behind the hill, the more attenuation
the hill provides. The amount of reduction depends upon how deeply the hill "shadows"
the listener/microphone, which in turn depends upon the aircraft's height above the
ground. Contrary to all trends discussed above, increasing the aircraft height in this
situation causes an increase in sound level to distant listeners/microphones -- as the aircraft
emerges into direct view. Once the aircraft rises high enough so that the hill no longer
intervenes, however, this effect is finished and the sound level then decreases as usual with
increasing aircraft height.

5.2 Intervonlng hoavlly woed0d areas

Sufficiently denseand deep wooded areasprovide attenuation when they intervene between
aircraft and listener/microphone [Anderson, 1992] [Aylor, 1980] [Martens, 1985] [Price,
1988]. As with intervening hills, this situation generally occurs at relatively low aircraft
heights, but at relatively large horizontal ranges.

Such attenuation is caused by sound scattering into the sky from trunks and limbs (middle
frequencies) and leaves (very high frequencies). Sound absorption by leaves is generally not
significant. For some types of trees, loss of leaves during the winter reduces wooded-area

J
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attenuationsomewhat;for othersit does not. In addition, somelow-frequencyattenuation
results from ground reflectionswithin thewooded area, where the roots of underbrush
produce "acoustically soft" ground, discussed below.

The attenuation caused by heavy woods increases with the amount of wooded area passed
through by thesound. At mid frequencies, this attenuation increases to a substantial 10-tc-
15 decibels for a passage of approximately 300-to-1000 feet, and then generally increases no
further. To be certain of this attenuation, (I) the wooded area must be dense with trees and
have sufficient underbrush to block direct view of the aircraft, and (2) the trees must
generally extend above the sound path by 15 feet or more.

As in the case of intervening hills, increasing the aircraft height in this situation causes an
increase,in sound level to distant listeners/microphones - as the aircraft emerges into direct
view. Once the aircraft rises high enough so that the wooded area no longer intervenes,
however, this effect is finished and the sound level then decreases as usual with increasing
aircraft height.

NPOAReportNo.01-4 HMMHReportNo.290040.n_
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Chapter6, COMPLICATION:SOFT.GROUNDAI"rENUATION

"Acoustically soft" terrain can reduce sound levels even when it does not interrupt the
sound path [Anderson, 1992] [Attenbornugh, 1988] [Chessell, 1977, 1978] [Pierce, 1981I
_homasson, 1981] [Willshire, 1979]. Acoustically soft terrain consists of grassland or other
ground that contains root structure, plowed or aerated earth, snow, or other "fissured"
ground. Attenuation does not occur across"acoustically hard" ground such as asphalt, hard.
packed earth, water, and water-soaked earth.

A sound path that grazes across acoustically soft terrain loses sound energy due to so-called
soft-ground attenuation. Such grazing sound paths occur across relatively fiat terrain, when
the flight track is to the side, laterally displaced from the listener/microphone. They do not
occur when the flight track is nearly overhead, nor when the aircraft is "below" the
listener/microphone, directly visible in an immediately adjacent valley, gorge, or canyon.

In brief, soft-ground attenuation occurs because of the following. In addition to sound that
arrives directly from the aircraft, sound also arrives after reflection from the ground. This
ground-reflected sound combines with the direct, non-reflected sound to produce net
attenuation. This attenuation is a function of frequency, often as much as 20.to.30 decibels
in the mid frequencies.

6.1 Computation

The detailed computation of soft.ground attenuation is very complex, even acrossuniform,
fiat terrain. Expressly for aircraft sound, the Society of Automotive Engineers provides
forty-eight pages of 1/3-octave.band graphs, plus four pages of associated tables, for the
approximation of soft-ground attenuation over fiat, acoustically soft ground [SAE, 1985c].

Simplifying these graphs/tables, while still retaining 1/3-octave bands in the resulting
computation, would be a major undertaking. Instead, the federally sanctioned computer
programs approximate soft-ground attenuation - for A-weighted sound levels, only - as
shown in Figure 9 [Bishop, 1985] [SAE, 1981] [5pcakman, 1989]. As the figure shows, the
attenuation of A-weighted sound levels depends upon the elevation angle of the aircraft
above the horizontal. For very distant aircraft this angle is small, the sound essentially
"grazes" across the ground, and the resulting attenuation is large. For closer aircraft or
aircraft higher above the ground, this angle is larger -- and so the soft-ground attenuation
is less.

In summary, the amount of soft-ground attenuation depends upon the elevation angle,
which in turn depends upon the aircrafl's height above the ground. Increasing the aircraft

NPOA ReportNo. 91-4 HMMItRol)ortNo.2g0¢_40.r_
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height above acousticallysoft ground causesan incren._ in sound level to distant
listenersmicrophones.. as theaircraftrisesabovetheground'sinfluence. Once the aircraft
riseshigh enough,however, this effectis finishedand the sound level then decreasesas
usual with increasingaircraftheight.

6,2 A generalization to compute flyby timo histories

Within thefederally sanctionedcomputerprograms,theelevationangleis measuredat the
aircraft's pointof closestapproach. Theresultingsoft-groundattenuationis called "lateral
attenuation,"for it is significantonly when theflight track is displacedlaterally {Tomthe
listenermicrophone by a significantamount. In other words, when the aircraft flies
overhcad,or nearly so, themaximumA-weightedsoundlevel at the listenerIs notaffected
by soft-groundattenuation. However,when anaircraft fliesby at a largehorizontalrange,
in which case the elevation angle to the closest point on its flight path will be relatively
small, then this soft-ground attenuation will significantly reduce the maximum sound level
of the flyby.

The Society of Automotive Engineers recognizes that this same soft-ground attenuation
might also apply, per the available evidence, at every moment during the aircraft flyby
[5AE, 1981]. It is a changing quantity from moment to moment during the flyby - as the
elevation angle with the horizontal changes from moment to moment. When the aircraft

NPOA Report No. 91-4 HMMH Report No. 290940,02
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is approaching from far away, its elevation angle is small and so its sound is attenuated by
grazing over the ground. When Itis at its closest point of approach, soft-ground attenuation
may be zero if the aircraft passes overhead or it may be moderate.to-large if the flight track
is laterally displaced, far to the side. When the aircraft recedes, again the elevation angle
becomes less and the soft-ground attenuation increases.

Computation of a full sound-level history of the aircraft flyby, as a function of time, requires
use of the soft-ground attenuation in this manner, throughout the full flyby.

6.3 Complications

The scientific literature contains much discussion about the many practical complications
involved in predicting or measuring soft-ground attenuation over flat ground [Anderson,
1985] [Bishop, 1985] [Burkhard, 1960] [Chessell, 1977, 1978] [Daigle, 1983] [deJong, 1983]
[Embleton, 1974, 1976] [lngard, I953, 1963] [Mueller, 1979] [Nyborg, 1955] [Pao, 1978]
[Parkin, 1964, 1965] [5oom, 1981] [Thompson, 1972] [Willshtre, 1_9].

Undulating terrain can greatly complicate the combination of the direct and reflected sound
paths. In addition, soft-ground attenuation is significantly affected by atmospheric
turbulence. Furthermore, wind speed and temperature can both affect this soft-ground
attenuation. In essence, vertical gradients of wind speed and temperature cause sound
paths to bend (refract) either upwards or downwards, and thereby change the nature of the
ground reflection by actually changing the angle of reflection.

In general, upward refraction occurs when sound propagates either upwind or at night
during temperature inversions. This upward refraction results in increased lateral
attenuation, due to the formation of so-called "sound shadows." In contrast, downward
refraction may cause the loss or reduction of soft-ground attenuation -- as well as the
reduction of attenuation due to hills and heavily wooded areas [Anderson, 1985, 1992]
[Dalgle, 1982] [Scholes, 1971]. Obviously, the effects of wind and temperature gradients are
highly variable from day to day, hour to hour, and even moment to moment.

!, NPOAReportNo.91.4 HMMHRoportNo.200940.02
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Chapter 7. COMPLICATION: THE ACOUSTICAL DESCRIPTOR

As an aircraft flies by, its sound level first increases as the aircraft approaches, then reaches
a maximum, and then decreases as the aircraft recedes into the distance. Figure 10 shows
this varying sound level during a representative flyby.
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7.1 Acoustical doscriptors of potentialconcernto the National Park Service

Different "acoustical descriptors" can be used to describe this entire flyby. Several
descriptors of potential concam to the Park Service are shown in an approximate manner
in the figure (and more precisely in the appendix on Technical Translations). The
descriptors of potential concern to the Park Service are:

Maximum Sound Level, in dBA - the aircraft's maximum A-weighted sound
level,

NPOAReportNo.01,4 HMMHRoportNo.2_0940.02
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Onset Rate, in decibels per second -- the maximum rate of increase in the
' aircraft's A-weighted sound level as it approaches,

Total Sound Exposure_ in dfl - the total sound exposure due to file aircraft,

Audible Sound Exposure_ in dB -- the audible portion (based upon the technical
parameter d') of the total sound exposure due to the aircraft,

Chance of Detection_ in percent - the chance that the aircraft can be detected by
attentive listeners on the ground (also based upon d'), and

Audible Duration, in seconds - the audible duration (also based upon d') of the
aircraft's flyover.

Each of these acoustical descriptors is a different measure of the aircraft's sound during the
flyby. The discussions above focused upon the first of these acoustical descriptors: tile
maximum sound level during the flyby. This acoustical descriptor is most commonly
asgodated with aircraft sound by the average person. Each of the other acoustical
descriptors, however, can serve a different purpose in assessing the acoustical effects of the
flyby - depending upon circumstances of natural quiet, park-visitor activity, background
sound level, aircraft type, aircraft mission, and other factors. And each of these other
acoustical descriptors depends somewhat differently upon slant distance than does the
maximum sound level.

7.2 Computation ofthaao acoustical descriptors

To determine the dependence of each relevant acoustical descriptor upon slant distance and
aircraft speed, it was necessary to synthesize an approximate computation procedure from
the literature review (see Appendix B). In brief, this synthesis first approximates the full
sound-level history of an aircraft flyover, separately for each 1/3-octave band from 50 to
10,000 Hertz. Then it computes each acoustical descriptor from these 1/3-octave sound-level
histories, to approximate the acoustical descriptor's dependence upon slant distance and
aircraft speed.

Figures 11 and 12 contain a set of 1/3-octave-band sot_nd-ievel histories for a single flyby,
along with the corresponding history for the composite A-weighted sound level, shown as
a darker line in the top frame of Figure 11. As the two figures show, the A-weighted
sound-level history peaks at a greater value than that of the 1/3-octave bands, essentially
because it is a composite of these bands. In addition, the high-frequency histories drop
precipitously relative to their maxima, as the aircraft approaches and recedes, because of
atmospheric absorption. The same is not true for the low-frequency histories, which persist
for a long time after the aircraft has passed. It is these low.frequency 1/3-octave bands that
often cause aircraft to be audible long after they have passed by.

The rising/falling shapes of Figures 11 and I2 are representative of other aircraft, as well.
At larger slant distances to the flight track, and also for slower aircraft speeds, the
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rising/falling slopes would be more gradual than shown in the figures.

Figure 13 shows how the A-weighted sound-level history depends upon aircraft speed, for
all aircraft types (the figure's approaching/receding slopes would be less steep at larger

: slant distances to the flight track).

i As shown in the figure, the maximum sound level is relatively independent of speed.

i Although theory indicates a reduction of sound output with increased speed for jet aircraft,
this behavior has not been clearly found during actual measurements. As a result, the
federally sanctioned computer programs show no speed dependence for the maximum

" sound levels of jets, nor for any of the aircraft types. Because the maximum sound level is

! essentially independent of speed, the chance of audibility is essentially independent of
speed, as well.

i

6O

200mph

i I o 1oo 200
TIME._1soconds

Figure13. R_w Sound.l.av_lI.istodos:Dol_danco upon Speed

As shown in the figure, the onset rate increases dramatically with increasing aircraft speed.
On the other hand, the audible duration of the aircraft decreases with speed, because the
aircraft pa_es by more quickly. Similarly, the area under the sound-level history curve,
which represents the total sound exposure, decreases as well. This decrease agrees with the
federally sanctioned computer programs, which are geared to computing this total sound
exposure.

Figure 14 shows how the A-weighted sound-level history depends upon slant distance to
the flight tracl_ for all aircraft types (the figure's approaching/receding slopes would be less
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steep for slower aircraft speeds). With increasing slant distance, tile maximum sound level
decreases abruptly at first. However, at the largest distances only several decibels of extra
reduction in this maximum accrues for each additional 1,000 feet of distance. The area

under the curve, which represents the total sound exposure, decreases less than the
maximum, essentially because the slant distances during approach and after passby decrease
far less than does the slant distance to the closest point of the flight track. In addition, the
onset rate decreases substantially for greater slant distances.

At some particular slant distance, the aircraft sound no longer can be heard above the
background sound, and so the three acoustical descriptors connected with audibility and
computed with the technical parameter d' (Total Audible Exposure, Chance of Detection,
and Audible Duration) reduce in value rather abruptly at some particular distance. This
transition to inaudibility is computed by comparing sound-level histories -- aircraft with
background - in the complete set of 1/3-octave bands.

7.3 Effoct of aircraft height on the width of Its "acoustic trail"

Figure 15 illustrates the concept of an aircraft's "acoustic trail." The top half of the figure
shows the rear view of an aircraft flying directly away from the viewer, along with noise
contours (centered on the aircraft) and their intersection with the ground. The contour
intersections with the ground trace out an acoustic trail along the aircraft's track. Tile width
of this trail depends upon which contour is of interest. The narrowest trail shown is the
100-decibel one, which lies between the two locations, left and right of the aircraft's track,
where the 100.decibel contour intersects the ground. The widest trail shown is the 65-
decibel one.

As the aircraft rises higher above the ground in the bottom half of the figu re, the 100-decibel
trail shrink._ to nothing - as do the 95, the 90, and the 85-decibel trails as well), in general,
acoustic tcails.shrink with increasing aircraft height, especially for listener/micrnnhrmes
close to the flight track - that is, at small horizontal ranges from the flight track.

To illustrate this further, the top half of the figure includes a short slanted line between the
aircraft and a close-in ground position. For this low-flying aircraft, the sound level at this
position is 100 decibels. For the higher aircraft, it reduces to 84 decibels at this samc position
on tlloground. This sound-level decrease is caused by the larger slant distance between this
ground position and the aircraft, as shown in the figure.

In contrast_ the 65-decibel trail width expands slightly as the aircraft rises higher above the
ground. The sound level increases from 65 to 67 decibels for the ground position shown to
the left in both portions of the figure. Two opposite mechanisms are at work at this large
horizontal range from the flight track. First, the slant distance increases to this more-distant
position, as well, but not proportionally as much as for the close-in position. The increasing
slant distance causes a slight reduction in the sound level.

However, for this distant ground position, the aircraft's elevation angle above the horizontal
increases dramatically with increasing aircraft height. And this increase in elevation angle

NPOAReportNo.91-4 HMMHReportNo.290940.0_
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causes a sound-level increase as soft-ground attenuation is progressively lost with increasing
aircraft height,

In general, acoustic trails narrow with increasing aircrafl height when the aircraft's elevation
angle is initially large -- meaning little or no soft-ground attenuation. Generally this occurs
relatively close-in to the aircraft's flight track. In contrast, acoustic trails widen somewhat
when the aircraft's elevation angle is initially very small - meaning significant soft.ground
attenuation that is lost as the aircraft rises higher. Generally this occurs at large horizontal
ranges from the aircraft's flight track, when propagation initially grazes across acoustically
soft ground.

The same widening of acoustic trails at larger horizontal ranges can occur over hills and
wooded areas. This happens when the aircraft, upon rising in height, comes into direct
view of remote ground locations that were blocked from view at the lower aircraft height.

Shown in Figure 16 is a "sound.ray skirt," extending downward from an aircraft. When the
: aircraft Hses higher above the ground, this sound.ray skirt spreads over a wider area of the

ground, as shown in the bottom half of the figure. And so it appears as if the acoustic trail
widens. This Is a common misconception about acoustic trails. This sound.ray skirt, which
extends from the aircraft to the ground, does not represent a constant sound level. Instead,
sound levels along the skirt continually reduce with distance from the aircraft, as shown in
tile bottom half of the figure: 100 to 95 to 90 to 85 to 80 decibels. Therefore, even though
the skirt spreads more widely with increasing aircraft height, the sound levels on the
ground behave as described above, in conjunction with the previous figure.

7,4 Sound.1ovol tables for all relevantacousticaldescriptors

For Maximum Sound Level, Table 5 on page 16 above, is repeated here as Table 6, followed
by corresponding tables for the other acoustical descriptors: Onset Rate, Total Sound
Exposure, Audible Sound Exposure, Chance of Detection, and Audible Duration.

t
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Table 6, Sound.level ReductionDue to Divergence and Atmospheric Absorption: Maximum
Sound Level

SLANT MAXIMUM MAXIMUM.SOUND.LEVEL
DISTANCE DISTANCESTEP SOUNDLEVEL STEP

125fool 94OBA

250feet 125.1oolIr_tease 87 dBA down7 dB

375feel 125-footincrease 82 dBA down5 dB

_0 feet 125.foolIncrease 79 dBA down3dB

6_5feel 125.footIncrease 76 dBA down3 dB

750feet 125.inutIncrease 74 dBA down2 dB

675reez 125.foutIncrease 72 dBA down2dB

1,000feet 125-footincrease 70dBA down2 dB
........................................................................................

1,000feet 70dBA

2,000foot 1,O00-footIncrease g2d_M, down8dS

3,000foot 1,000.foolIr_crease 57dBA down5 dB

4,000feet 1,OOO.foutInore_e 53dgA down4 dB
f
. 5,000feet 1,000.foulIncrease 49dBA down4 dB

6,000foot 1,0tO.re01Increase 46 dBA down3 dB

7,000feet 1,O00.foolInuease 43dBA down3 dB

_* 8,000feet 1,0co.fo01(nctease 41 dBA down2 dB

9,0C0feet 1,OOO,footIncrease 39 dBA down2 dD
L. 10,000feet 1,OO0.fool[nclease 37 dBA down2dB

ll,OQOfeel 1,01)3.footincrease 35dBA down2dB

12,000feet 1,O00.foot]nclease 33 dBA down2 dB

13,000feel 1,o00-fo01increase 31dBA down2dB

I 14,000feet f,000.footInuease 29dBA down2dB

I 15,000feet 1,000.foolIncrease 27dBA down2 dB

I 16,000feet 1,000.footIncrease 25dBA down2 dB

NOTES: t, Thbbwu computedfor0) e ¢ornmetcfolSlags-2lot,Jrcral_travellingat400miinspethourand12)for'moderns'backgroundsoundlevels,Seetextforother¢ondigons,

2. TheMadrnumSoundLevelbdefinedInIhoappendixonTechnicalTranslations.

3. Whena flighttrackisdZrectlyovexhoad,itsslantdiutanteequalsIdaa]rcranhelgfoaboveIheground,

As shown in 'Table 6 for the maximum sound level, the sound.level steps converge at large
distances to approximately 2 decibels for each 1,000-foot increase in slant distance. In other
words, at the largest slant distances only 2 dedbels of extra benefit accrues for each
additional 1,000 feet of distance. Although this amount is small, it is larger than the step

size in Table 2 on page 4 above, which ignores atmospheric absorption.

Figures 1 through 4 above show moderate differences among sound spectral shapes for

different aircraft types. These differences in sound spectral shapes cause moderate
differences in the amount of atmospheric absorption that occurs between the aircraft and
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ground. Less soun d is absorbed at low frequencies than at Idgh frequencies, as shown
For this reason, atmospheric absorption will reduce the A-welghted sound level less

predominantly low-frequency aircraft types: propdler aircraft, helicopters, and some
commercial jets. Tables similar to Table 6 for these aircraft types would show

somewhat smaller sound-level steps.

Table 7. Sound-levelRodu_lonDueto DivergenceandAtmosphericAbsorption:Onset
Rote

SLANT ONSET-RATE
DISTN,_CE DISTANCESTEP ONSETRATE STEP

125 feel 35dWsec

250 feel 125.footIxwre_ 20 dE/sac down15 riB/sac

375 feel 125.footIocma_ 15dB/see down5dBfeec

500 feel 125.fo01Increase 11 dWsec down 4 dB/sec

625 feel 125-feelincrease 10dB/sec down 1dB/_c

750 feet 125.i_otIrcrease 9dBlse¢ down 1dB/sec

875 feel 125-feetEncrease 8 dB/._c down 1dB_ec

1,000 foot 125.footincrease 7 dB/sec down I dB/sec
.............................. . ........................................................

1,000 feel 7 dBJso¢

2,000 feet 1,000.feotIncrease 4 dO/sac down 3 dB/sec

3,000 feel t,000.feol Increase 3 dB/sec down 1 dB/sec

4,000 feet 1,000.feetInc_ 0d0lsec down1 d0/sec

5,000 feel 1,000.feelincrease 2dB/sec down 1dB/_c

6,000 feet t,000.feot increase 1d0/sec down0 dB/sec

7,000 feel 1,000.foolincrease 1dB/sec down 0 dB/sec

S,000feet 1,000.feotIncrease 1dB/eec down 0 riB/see

9,000 feet 1,000_ootIncrease 1dB/sec down 0 dB/sec

10,000feet 1,000Jeer increase 1 dO/see down 0 riB/see

11,000 feel 1,000-_oo1increase 1dBJsec down0 dB/sec

10.000 feet 1.000.foolincrease 1dB/soc down0 dO/see

13,000 feet 1,000.footincrease 1d0/sec down0 dB/sec

14,000 feel 1,000.|o0lIncrease 1dB/sec down0 dB/sec

15,000feet 1,000-footinctoa_ 1dO/_ec down0 dB/see

16,000 te_l 1,000,foolfo_rea_o 1dBlsec down0 dt3/soc

/VOTES: 1. Tabb w= computedfor(1) s =mmecial 0lags.0Jele_rcrafltravellingataGOmlbs bar hourand(2)for
*modondo*backgroundsoufldlevels. See taxiforother c_ndillo_.

2. _e OnsetR_tob de_ed kl LheappendixonTechnlsalTrar_intior_.

3, Whena fll_t Irack b dIrocOyoverhead,IIs danl distanceequalsthe alrerallheightabove the ground,

shown in Table 7, the Onset-Rate stepsconverge at large distances to approximately 1
for each 1,000-foot increase in distance. At large slant distances, the onset rate of
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dedbel per second is comp]etely negligible, and so additional reduction is neither needed
achievable,

RaLe depends primarily upon aircraft speed, mostly independent of aircraft type. For
less than 400 miles per hour, tabulated Onset Rates would be less than shown; for
speeds, greater than shown.

Table8, Sound.level ReductionDue to DivergenceandAbnosphericAbsorption:Total
Sound Exposure

SLANT TOTAL TOTAL-SOUND.EXPOSURE
DISTANCE DISTANCES1Ep SOUNDEXPOSURE STEp

125feet 96de

250 feet 1254001Increase 94 de down4dD

375 feet 125.feolIrctease 91 dB down3 dB

500feel 125.feelincrease 89fib down 2 dB

625 feel 12g.feolircreaso 97 dO down 2 dB

750 feel 125._01Increase 96 dB dowr_1de

875 foot ?25.feetIrctoase 85 dD down1 de

1,000 feel 125.feetIrctease 64 dB down1 dB

1,000 hot 84 de .......

2,000 fool 1,ego.feetixctease 76de down6 fib

3,000 fool 1,ego.feetixoroaso 73 de down5 de

4,000 fool 1,0004ootIncrease 70 de down3 de

5,000 feel 1,See.feetincleaso 68 de down2 de

6,000 feel 1,ego.feetfeclease 66 dB down2 dg

7,000 feel f,000.feolfeetease 64 dB down2 dB

6,000 feel 1,000.foolfeueaso 62 dB down2 ¢/ft9,000 font 1,0004oolincrease 60 dB downg dB

1O,(X)Ofeel 1,See.feelIncrease 50 dB down2 de

11,600 feel 1,O00.feolIncrease 56cfB down2 dB

12.000 feel 1,O00*feolIncrease 54 fib down2 dB

13,000 feel 1,o00.feolincrease 62 dD down 1dB

14,000fool 1,O00-feellet"ease 62 dB down 1dB

15,600feel 1,OO0,feot[ndease 51 dD down 1 fie

16,000 fool 1,O00,feotIncteP_.o 50 dB downf de

NOTES: 1. Tablewp=cot.puled for{1} = commordalSlago.2Jotakctafl eavellixgat 400 milesper flourand(2) for

'rnoderPle'backflroundsoundlevels,See textfor otflorconditions,

2, 'nt= TotalSt"JJldExposureis defiled fe the appendixonTechflic_JTrnnsL,Ifen=.

3, Whena flighthackb directlyowrfleod,_ rganldist_ce equobIho =gctaftheightadore the gmufld.

shown in Table 8, for the Total 5ound Exposure the steps converge at large slant
distances to approximately I decibel for each 1,000-foot increase in distance, In other words,

largest slant distances only I dedbel of extra benefit accrues for each additional 1,000
distance. This step size is even smaller than the 2-dedbel step size for the maximum
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sound level. A similar convergence to 1 decibel each 1,000 feet would occur for all aircraft
types, at all speeds,

Table9. Sound.levelReductionDueto Divergenceand ,_ospllsrlc Absorption:Audible
SoundExposure

SLANT AUDIBLE AUDIBLE.SOUND.EXPOSURE
DISTANCE DISTANCES1EP SOUND EXPOSURE STEP

125 feel 66 dB

250 feet 1254001Increase 94 dB down 4 dB

3_'5 feet 125-foolire/ease 91 dB down 3 dB

500 thel 125Joellncreasa 89 dB down 2 dS

525 fool 125.fool(rcrease 87 dB down 2 dB

750 feet 125-fool Increase 86 dB down 1 dB

875 feet 125JestIncrease 85 dB down 1d_]

1,000[eel 125-fool Increase 84 dB down 1dB
.................................. _....................................................

1,000fool 84 dB

! 2,000 toot 1,00g-footincreas_ 78 dB down 6 dB

_,g00 feel 1,000-feel[nclease 73 dB down 5 dB

4,000 feel 1,000.foolIncrease 70 dB down 3 dB

5,000 feet 1,0004oolIncrease 68 dB down 2 ¢IB

6,000 fool 1,00O.foetIfluease 66 dA down 2 dB

7,000 feel 1,O0O-foot[nuoase 64 dB down2 dO

8,000 feel 1,000.foolinueaso 52 dB down 2 dB

S,000feet 1,0CO.foelIncrease 60 dB down2 dB

10,000 feet 1,000-foot [ncrcose 58 dB down 2 dB

11,cogfoot l+g00.foot[ncrm_se 56 dB down2 dB

12,_00fool 1,000.foolincreas§ 52 dB down 4'dB

13,000feel 1,000,fool focmas¢ 45 dB down 7 dB

14,000feet 1,000.foolfoe/ease 34 dB _wn 11 dB

15,00gfeet 1,g00.footincrease 17dB dows 17 dB

16,000 foot 1,g00-foetlee/ease -8dB do,vrl25 dB

NOTES: 1, Tabb wascompulodfor (1)a commercialStage.2Jel o]rr.mfl trawlgngat 400 milesper hourend(2Jfor
'modende' backgroundsound levels, See tax1for olherconditions,

2, The Audit_eBoundExposureb definedfo theaflpendk onTechnicalTranslaliens,

3, Whena flighthack isdIIsoIlyoverhead,fls slanldistmzcoequalsIbo alrcraflhe_ht above Iheground,

As shown in Table 9, for the Audible Sound Exposure, the steps show a more interesting
pattern. At first they decrease in the normal manner, from 6dB to 2dB each 1,000feet, and
then they become quite large around a slant distance of 13,000-to-15,000 feet. This
"transition to inaudibility" occurs when the aircraft starts to become inaudible due to the
natural background sounds in the environment.

Table 9 was computed for a "moderate" amount of background sound, measured at
Shoshone Point in the Grand Canyon National Park. At this position, background sound
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was caused by moderate winds of 10.to-20 miles per hour [Dunholter, 1989]. Winds of this
speed increase the background sound above what it is normally during calmer periods at
this position in the park. The background sound has an A-weighted sound level of
approximately 45 dBA.

Note that the aircraft begins to become inaudible in this 45-dBA background when the
aircraft's maximum A-weighted sound level is only 30-to-35 dBA -- some 10-to-15 decibels
lower than the background. Even though the aircraft's A-weighted sound level is lower
than that of the background sound, the aircraft's sound pressure level around 100 Hertz is
not; it is comparable to the background's sound pressure level in this frequency region.
And for that reason the aircraft is still audible; its sound around 100 Hertz would signal its
presence to an attentive listener.

This same rather abrupt reduction of the Audible Sound Exposure with distance would also
occur for any other background spectra, hut transifioning to inaudibility at some other slant
distance. Even in a single location within a park, background sound levels often vary
significantly from day to day, hour to hour, and even moment to moment - often
influenced strongly by time-varying wind speed, To a first approximation, background
sound nearby ocean surf is some 10-to-15 decibels greater at all frequencies than the wind-

_ induced background used for Table 9 [EPA, 1971]. Such surf-induced background sound
would cause a transition to inaudibility to occur at a slant distance of approximately 5,000-
to-10,00O feet, instead of the 10,000-to-IS,000 feet shown in the table.

By contrast, the very quietest times in many National Parks measure below the threshold
of human hearing - approximately 20-to-30 decibels less at all frequencies than the wind-
induced background sound above [CSTI, 1990] [Dunholter, 1989]. During such times of
"near silence," the transition to inaudibility would occur at a slant distance of approximately
20,000-to-25,000 feet, instead of the ]0,000.to-IS,000 feet shown in the table.

One additional important point: These particular distances are for a typical Stage-2
commercial jet travelling around 400 miles per hour. They will differ for jets at other
speeds, as well as for other aircraft, as a function of speed. In essence, different aircraft
cause different sound levels at the ground, as a function of their speed, and therefore they
will become inaudible at different slant distances.
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Table 10. Sound.level Reduction Due to Divergence end Atmospheric Absorption: Chance
of Dctection

SLANT CHANCEOF CHANCE-OF,DE1EC1]ON
DISTANCE DIST/_CES'IEP DE]EC1]ON sTEp

125feet 100%

250feet 125._olIncrease 100% downO%

375feet 125.foot_ncreaee 100% downe %

500feet 1254001Increase fO0% down0 %

625feet 125.foolIncrease 100% downO%

750feet 125.fo01Increase fOO% down0 %

875feet 125.foolIrcreaso 100% downO%

1,000fool 125.foslIncrease 100% down0 %
.......................................................................................

1,000feet 100%

2,000feel 1,0GO.foslincrease 100% downO%

3,000feel 1,000.foo1Increase 100% down0 %

4,000feel 1,0cO.foslIncrease 100% downO%
5,000feet 1,0CO.foolInuease 100% down0 %

S,O00feel 1,000.f_o_increase 100% down0 %

7,000feet 1,000.foolInuease 100% down0 %

8,000feel 1,SOO.feotincrease 100% down0 %

O,000feet 1,000-_outIncrease 100% downO%

10,000feel 1,O00.foolincrease S9% down1%

11,GOOfeel 1,0_]-foslIncrease 80% down19%

12,000feet 1,000.fosl]ncm_-se 40% down40%

13,C_0feel 1,OC_.foutisc_easo 15% down25%

14,000feet 1,000.toolIncrease 5 % down10%

15,000feel 1,OO0-foutIncrease 1% down4 %

lfl,ooefeut 1,000.1'oslIncrease 0 % down1%

NOTES: 1, Tabbwascomputedfez(I)_ commozclalSiege.2JslaJrcndltravellingat400mikesperhourand(2)for
'modondo'backgroundsoundlevels,Seetextforothercondillorls,

2. "l_eCndncaofDutendonisdefinedinthe=ppendb|onTechnicalTmnslalions.

3, Wllena flightItackisdizecgyoverhead,iL_slantdiutonceequalstheaircraftheightaboveIheground,

Table '10 shows, the Chance of Detection is 100 percent for aircraft at small-to-moderate
distances. Starting around 10,000 feet, however, the Chance of Detection starts to

to zero. This occurs hand in hand with the reduction in Audible Sound Exposure
mentioned above, for the same reason. And again, the slant distance at which the Chance

Detection begins its reduction is highly variable, depending upon background sound
aircraft type, and aircraft speed,
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ACOUSTICAL DESCRIPTORS

Table 11. Sound-levelReductionDueto DivergenceandAtmosphericAbsorption:Audible
Duration

SLANT AUDIBLE-DURAmeN

DISTANCE DISTANCEStEP AUDIBLEDURA'flON STEP

125 feet 36sac

250 feet 125-fodiIncrease 37see up1 sac

375 feel 125.fodiIncrease 38 sac up 1s_c

500 feel 125.fedi ]ncre_zse 39eec up1 sec

625 feel 125.fodi Inclease 40sec up1 see

t 750 feel 125.fodiincrease 42sec up 2 sac
875 feel 125.fodi increase 44 sec up2 sec

1,0GOfeel 125.fodi Increase 46 sec up2 see

l ........................................................ . ..............................

1,000 feet 46 t,ec

2,000 feel 1,O00.foot[nuease 53 sac up7 e_c

3,000 feel 1,eGo-feetIncrease 60 sec up7 sec

4,000 feel 1,eGO.foolIncrease 64 sac up4 sec

5,000 feet 1,OO0.fodiincrease 66 sac up2 sec

',_ e,O00feet 1,000.foolfocrea_e 66 see no change

i_, 7,000 feel f,OGo.fediincrease 66 sec no @enge,J
8,000 feet 1.eGo.feelfoclease 65 eec down1 sec

9,000 foot OGo.fediincrease 63 sac down 2eec

fO,GOOfeet eGo.feelIncrease 61 sac down 2sec

11,GOOfeet eGo.fodiIncrease 59 eec down2 sec

12,GOOfeel OGo.fodifocrease 55 sec dowlz4 sac

fS,GOOfeet eGo.fediIncrease 49 sac down6 sac

14,000 feel O00.fediIncrease 37 sec down 12rm¢

re,GODfeet 0g0.fedi Increase _ sec dow/i 15 sec

16,000feel 0CO.fediincrease Osec down co sec

NOTES: 1, TablewM compufedfor (I) a commercialSlags-2Jeldrcxafl travellingdi 400 milesper hourand (2) for
'm0derafe' IJackgmundsoundfords. See fox1for othercondilfone,

2, "gleAudfofeDurdifonIs defimd11the appendixon "iechdica]Translahons,

3. When a flighttrackisdJtecllyoverhead,Jtssfanldbt_ce equa_ Ihe atrc_ hekJhlabove the ground,

As Table 12 shows, the Audible Duration shows an interesting pattern. At first it increases
with increasing slant distance. This happens becausethe table is constructed for an aircraft
that passes directly overhead. Increased slant distance in the table, therefore, means
increased aircraft height above the ground. This increased height reduces the soft-ground
attenuation when the aircraft is approaching from far away, when its elevation angle is -
small and so its sound is attenuated by grazing over the ground. This occurs as well when

• the aircraft recedes. With further increase in aircraft height, however, the aircraft rises out
of the ground's influence and can be heard when further away, both approaching and
receding.

i NPOAReportNo.91-4 HMMHReportNo. 2gOO40.r_
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ACOUSTICALDESCRIPTORS

In addition, starting around a slant distance of 10,000 feet, the aircraft begins to become less
audible, as discussed above. When its audibility becomes essentially zero, around 16,000
feet, its Audible Duration reduces to zero, as well. This occurs hand in hand with the
reduction in Audible Sound Exposure and the reduction in Chance of Detection, both
mentioned above. And again, the slant distance at which Audible Duration begins its
reduction towards zero is highly variable, depending upon background sound levels, aircraft
type, and aircraft speed.

P
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Chapter8. SUMMARYOFTHEEFFECTOFAIRCRAFTHEIGHTUPONSOUND
LEVELSONTHEGROUND

The effect of aircraft height upon sound levels at the ground depends upon the location of
the flight track relative to the listener/microphone. Three situations are of importance:

when the flight track is directly overhead, or nearly so,

when the flight track is to the side, laterally displaced from the
listener/microphone, with the sound grazing across relatively fiat ground, and

when the flight track is "below" the listener/microphone, directly visible in an
immediately adjacent valley, gorge, or canyon.

8.1 Flight track overhead

When the flight track is directly overhead, or nearly so, then the sound levels at the
listener/microphone reduce in value as aircraft height increases. This reduction in sound
levels is due to sound divergence and atmospheric absorption, which both cause sound
levels to decrease with slant distance from the sound source.

Table 12 shows the approximate effect of increased slant distance upon six acoustical
descriptors that are of potential importance to the National Park Service:"

Maximum Sound Level, in dBA - the maximum A-weighted sound level during
the aircraft flyover,

Onset Rate, in decibels per second - the maximum rate of increase in the
A-weighted sound level as the aircraft approaches,

Total Sound Exposure, in dB- the total sound exposure dur!ng the flyover,

Audible Sound Exposure, in dB - the audible portion of the total sound
exposure,

Chance of Detection, in percent -- the chance that the aircraft can be detected by
attentive listeners on the ground, and

Audible Duration, in seconds - the audible duration of the flyover.

NPoAReportNo,91,4 HMMHReportNo.290040.0_
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Table12. ApproximateChangesInSoundLevelsDueto 1000-footIncreasesIn SlantDistanceto the
Flight Track

[NGRF..ASE DECREASE DECREASE DECREASE DECREASE DECREASE CHANGE
IN IN IN IN IN IN IN

MAXIMUM TOTAL AUDIBLE
SLANT DISTANCE SOUND ONSET SOUND SOUND CHANCEOF AUDIBLE

TO FUGHT TRACK LEVEL RAI_ EXPOSURE EXPOSURE DETECTION DURAllON

0ore125 fl 24dB 28 dgh,e_ 14de 14dB 0% +lOgo

to 1,OCO fl

thento 2.000 n 8 dB 3 dS/se¢ 6 dB 6 dS O% 47 _c

thento 0,000 ft 5dB 1 dB/se¢ 5 dS 5 dS O% 47 sac

IhenIo 4,O0Ofl 4dS 1 dB/soc 3 dB 3 dS O% +4 soc

IhenIo 5,O0Otl 4 dS 1dS/so¢ 2 dB 2 dB O% 42so¢

IhonIo 0,oooI1 3 dS o dl_so¢ 2 dB 2 dB O% Osoc

Ihen Io7,000 e 3 d8 OdB/se¢ 2 dB 2 dS 0 % Osc¢

thento B,OOOIt 2 dB 0 dB/se_ 2 dB 2 dB O% -I sec

thento9,000 It 2 dB 0 dg/s_ 2 dS 2 dB O% -2 so¢

thenIo 10.000ft E dB OdB/s_ 2 dB 2 dS 1% -2 so¢

thento 11,000 It 2 dB OdSIsec 2 dS 2 dB lS % -2 sec

thento 12,000 II 2 dB OdS/eec 2 dB 4 dB 40 % -4 so¢

Ihen Io 13,000it 2 dB OdS/soc t dS 7 dS 25 % -6 so¢

Ihento 14,O0Ofl 2 dS OdB/se¢ 1 dB 11dB 10% .-I2 _oc

Ihento 15,OOOfl 2 dS OdB/sec 1 dB 17 dS 4 % -15 zoo

thento 16,000it 2 dS OdS/sB¢ I dB 25 d8 1% -22 soc

NOTES: 1. Tablew_ computedfor (1)a commercblStage.2jet aircrafttmvelIinga1400miles per hourand (2) Ior'rnode_e'
t_ckgroundsound10vols,goote_ forothercondlbns.

2. 1hat_t=od auJusticaidesodptorsare deftnodInthe appendixonTechnicalTranslations,

a. Whena flighttrack b diso¢l_,overhoad,lts=l_ntdistanceequalsIho alrc_l heightabo_ Ih, ground,

The f_rsl:column in the table showsslant-distance increasesin steps of 1000 test, except for
the first step, which is stightiy smaller. The remaining columns show the effect of these
slant-distance increases on thesix acousticaldescriptors.

For the first three acoustical descriptors in the table (Maximum Sound Level, Onset Rate,
and Total 5ound Exposure), 1000-foot increases in slant distance reduce the acoustical
descriptor's values. For example, a 1000-foot increase from 4,000 to 5,000 feet (1) reduces
the Maximum Sound Level by ,t decibels, (2) reduces the Onset Rate by 1_decibel per
second, and (3) reduces the Total Sound Exposure by 2 decibels.

For these three acoustical descriptors, the sound-level steps converse at large distances to
small values for each 1,000-foot increase in slant distance, lO00-foot stepped increases in
slant distance reduce the acoustical descriptors in steps, as well, but with "diminishing
returns." The sound-level stepsbecome ever smaller with increasing slant distancebetween
aircraft and the listenermicrophone.

NPOA Report No, 91,4 HMMH Report No. 290940,r_
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i " The situation is more complex for the last three descriptors in the table (Audible Sound
i Exposure, Chance of Detection, and Audible Duration), which depend upon aircraft

audibility above the non-aircraft background sounds. For the Audible Sound Exposure, the
steps first decrease in the normal manner, but then they become quite large at the bottom

l of the table. This "transition to inaudibility" at the bottom of the table also causes the
; tabulated pattern for the Chance of Detection and the Audible Duration.

In the table, ti_e transition to inaudibility occurs at a slant distance around lO,000-to-15,000
feet. However, this transition to inaudibility assumes a "moderate" amount of background
sound, produced by a lfl-to-20 mile-per-hour wind. This same transilion to inaudibility
would also occur for other background sound levels, but at some ether slant distance. To
a first approximation, it would occur around a slant distance of approximately 5,000-to-
10,000 feet in the presence of strong surf sound, and at a slant distance of approximately
20,000-to-25,00fl feet in areas with background sound levels close to the threshold of human
hearing. Even in a single location within a park, note that background sound levels often
vary significantly from day to day, hour to hour, and even moment to moment - often
influenced strongly by time-varying wind speed.

In short, the transition to inaudibility is real, but occurs at a slant distande highly dependent
upon local wind conditions and upon aircraft flight conditions. It would occur at different
slant distances for commercial jets at other speeds, as well as for ether aircraft. In essence,
different aircraft cause different sound levels at the ground, as a function of their speed, and
therefore they will become inaudible at different slant distances.

8,2 Flight track to tho sido over relatively fiat ground

The situation is more complex when the flight track is to the side, laterally displaced from
the listenermicrophone, with the sound grazing across relatively flat ground. Table 12 is
a starting point for this situation, as well. In addition, however, when the aircraft appears
at low elevation angles with the horizontal, "acoustically soft" ground may attenuate the
aircraft sound even further than shown in the table, or it may be further attenuated by
intervening hills or heavily wooded areas.

In these situations, the amount of further attenuation depends upon the elevation angle of
the aircraft above the acoustically soft ground, or upon the blockage in the sound path by
the hills or heavily wooded areas. In turn, these depend upon the aircraft's height above
the ground. Increasing the aircraft height in these situations causes an h_creas¢ in sound
level - as the aircraft rises above the ground's infuence, or the hill's influence, or the
wooded-area's influence. Once the aircraft rises high enough, however, thi_ effect is finished
and the sound level then decreases with increasing aircraft height, as shown in the table.

NPOAReportNo.91.4 HMMHReportNo. 200940.rn
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8.3 Flight track "below" - directly visible In an immediately adjacent valley, gorge, or canyon

When the flight track is "below" the listener/microphone, directly visible in an immediately
adjacent valley, gorge, or canyon, the situation differs in two respects. First, even though
the flight track is to the side, as described in the previous section, the sound does not graze
across fist ground nor is it blocked by intervening hills or heavily wooded areas. For this
reason, the sound is not attenuated further than shown in Table 12. In other words, such
a flight track produces the same changes due to 1000-foot increases in slant distance as does
a flight track overhead. Of importance only is the slant distance to the flight track.

Second, some aircraft direct different amounts of sound upwards and sideways, compared
to downwards. These differences in source "directivity" result in a different sound level
upwards/sideways than downwards, for the same slant distance to the flight track. With
thts relative orientation between the flight track and the listenermicrophone held constant,
however, the pattern of dependence of sound level upon slant distance is similar to that
shown in the table.

8.4 Tho potential acousticaleffectiveness of altitude as a mitigation measure

Table 12 shows that sound-level reductions converge towards zero at large slant distances
for each lr000-foot increase in slant distance, in other words, 1000-foot stepped increases
in slant distance reduce sound levels in stepsas well, but with "diminishing returns." The
sound-level steps become ever smaller with increasing slant distance.

For this reason, the enforcement of minimum altitudes above units or_ the National Park
System has potential acoustical effectiveness only when the aircraft presently fly relatively
low above these units. 51ant-distance increases from 125 feet to 1,000 feet, for example,
would produce very large reductions in sound level (15-to-25 decibels or so). Increasesfrom
1,000 feet to 2,000 feet would produce smaller reductions, still moderate to substantial.
Increases horn 10,000 feet to 11,000 feet, on the other hand, would produce only very small
reductions in sound level (around 2 decibels or so), and so would have little potential for
effective mitigation.

In other words, moderate-to-substantial benefits (_to-10 decibels or so) require an
approximate doubling of the slant distance between the aircraft and the
listener/microphone. Where existing slant distances are small, their doubling may come
easily, depending upon non-acoustical circumstances. On the other hand, where existing
slant distances are large, their doubling is essentially impossible. Where existing slant
distancesare intermediate, their doubling becomes more and more difficult the greater their
initial value. Doubling them may or may not be practicable for non-acoustical reasons.

if altitude restrictions are attempted as a mitigation measure above units of the National
Park Service, care must be taken to avoid the loss of soft-_ound attenuation, or of
attenuation due to hills or heavily wooded areas. Where aircraft now fly low, these
attenuations may now accrue to points on the ground at large horizontal ranges from the

NPOARaportNo.01-4 HMMHReportNo.2gOg40.G2
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aircraft's flight track. Requiring aircraft to fly higher in sucil situations might actually
increase sound levels far from tile flight tracks - as the aircraft are forced higher, into direct
view or out of the ground's acoustical influence,

Several acoustical descriptors of aircraft sound reduce to zero at specific slant distances -
distances at which the aircraft become essentially inaudible. This transition to inaudibility
depends strongly, however, upon tile "moderate" background sound levels used to compute
this table, and is therefore very difficult to predict with precision or to rely upon for
consistent effect. In addition, they vary with the type of aircraft and with its speed. For all
these reasons, we do not recommend any "inaudibility" distance as a candidate for a
minimum altitude restriction above units of the National Park Service.

Note that aircraft sound also reduces with increased horizontal range, because increases in
horizontal range cause corresponding increases in slant distance. In addition, as horizontal
range increases, the chance of obtaining further attenuation improves, as the sound grazes

over acoustically soft ground or is interrupted by hills or heavily wooded areas. For thisreason, relocating low-height flight tracks to increasethehorizontal range to sound-sensitive
areas within parks is a potentially effective mitigation measure.

l
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TECHNICAL TRANSLATIONS

AppendixA. TECHNICALTRANSLATIONSOFSEVERALNON-TECHNICAL
TERMSUSEDINTHISREPORT

In the tabulations and discussions of acoustical descriptors above, severs[ non-technical
terms were substituted for speda]ized terms common in the acoustical literature. 'The non-
technical terms are thought to be more understandable by non-technical readers and by
readers in technical professions other than acoustics, because the substituted terms are
rooted in common English rather than in acoustical jargon.

For professionals in acoustics, this present section translates thesenon-technical terms into
their technical counterparts. For clarity, non-technical terms are surrounded by quotation
marks wherever they appear in this section.

Audibility. The term "audibility" is used above in a non-technical sense, as a substitute for
signal detectability [Green, 1966]. As used above, a=_.aircraft is considered "audible"
(detectable above the concurrent background sound) if the aircraft's detectability index d'
at any time during the aircraft's flyover is 2.32 or greater (equivalently, 10 log(d') is 3.65 dB
or greater). This value of d' corresponds to a 50 percent chance of detection with a one
percent chance of false alarms.

To compute "audibility" above, the set of di in each 1/3-octave band from 25 to 10,000 Hertz
were combined into d' by the following equation:

Audible duration. "Audible duration" is the time interval during which the aircraft's d' is Z32
or greater (equivalently, 10 Iog(d') is 3.65 dB or greater.

, 0t ,I
Chanceof d0t0cUon. An aircraft s chanceof detection, is distributed in a Gaussian manner
about 10 log(d') = 3.65 dB, with a standard deviation of 1 dg. In tabular form:

k

• i
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Chanceof
d' 10Iog(d_ d_le_tion

1.16 0.65dB 0.1%
1.46 1.65dB 2.3%
1.84 2.65dB 15.0%

2.32 3.65dB 50.0%
2.92 4.65dB 84.0%
3.67 5.65dB 97.7%
¢62 6.65dB _J,9%

For use below_ this "chance of detection" as a function of d' is denoted as Ch(d').

Total sound oxposuro. The term "total sound exposure" is used above as a substitute for the
aircraft's Sound Exposure Level, SEL.

Audlblo sound oxposuro. "Audible sound exposure" (SEL)d, is computed with the following
energy-like equation:

101 ,o I=

Note that when the chance of detection is 100 percent, the "audible sound exposure" equals
the "total sound exposure" - that Is, SEL. However, as the chance of detection reduces from
100 towards 0 percent, then the "audible sound exposure" reduces as well, so that its
associated energy-like term reduces to zero.

a
i
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AppendixB. SYNTHESISFORTHESOUND-LEVELHISTORYOFAJET
AIRCRAFT FLYOVER

To determine the dependence of each relevant acoustical descriptor upon slant distance and
aircraft speed, it was necessary to synthesize an approximate computation procedure from
the literature review. In brief, this synthesis first approximates the full sound-level history
of an aircraft flyover, separately for each 1/3-octave band from 50 to 10,000 Hertz. Then
it computes each acoustical descriptor from these 1/3-octave sound.level histories, to
approximate the acoustical descriptor's dependence upon slant distance and aircraft speed.

This appendix describes the resulting synthesis, for readers technically familiar with
acoustics. The synthesis is not intended to be a rigorous computation method for aircraft
1/3-octave-band time histories, nor for their resulting acoustical descriptors. Development
of such a method is beyond the scope of this literature review. Desired instead was a
synthesis that approximates the general trends of the acoustical descriptors with increasing
aircraft slant distance and varying aircraft speed - as a basis for the illustrative figures and
tables in the main body of this report.

The synthesis is specialized for commercial jet aircraft, rather than for military jets or for
helicopters or for propeller aircraft. Commercial jet aircraft were chosen for the synthesis
because existing literature is more complete for them than for other aircraft types. This
relative completeness allowed a synthesis for commercial jet aircraft without the need for
Independent research and/or extensive consolidation from data bases of the Federal
Aviation Administration and the U.S. Air Force - or from privately held data not in the
open literature.

The synthesis proceeds as follows:

Aircraft =poctrurn. We start the synthesis with the aircraft's 1/3-octave spectrum in the
NOISEMAP data base. Within this data base, spectra are specific to individual aircraft types
and apply (1) during a 1000-foot flyover, (2) at a reference speed, Sret-,particular to that
aircraft type, and (3} at the moment in time during the flyover when the aircraft registers
its highest A-weighted sound level at the receptor on the ground.

We denote the time of maximum A-weighted sound level at the receptor as (tree)re f. Note
that the sound received at (tree)re f is emitted by the aircraft at a slightly earlier time,
(temm)raf, because the sound takes an amount of time (tree)ref - (torero)re f to travel from
aircraft to receptor.

NPOAReportNO.91.4 HMMHReportNo.200940.02
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Also included in the NOISEMAP data base is the angle of sound emission from the aircraft,
Oref, that results in this highest A-weighted sound level at the receptor. 0ref is measured
from a zero angle "ahead" of the aircraft. For jets, 0refis generally towards the rear quarter
of the aircraft.

Note that 0ref is measured at time (return)rep when the reference sound is emitted from the
aircraft, not at time (tree)ref when it arrives at the receptor. Also nots that 0ref is not the
angle of largest dlrectivity; during the flyover, mechan'sms "n add't'on to d'reet'v'ty
influence the sound on the ground (changing slant distance, changing air absorption, and
so forth) and therefore directivity alone does not decide Ore P

The sound energy emitted in the reference direction 0ref travels a reference slant distance

1000ft

between aircraft and receptor.

Summarytothispointinthe synthesis. At this point in the synthesis,we have the aircraft
spectrum for the following single reference condition: (l) time of sound emission, (return)rep
measured at the aircraft, (2) aircraftheight above the ground, href = 1000 feet, (3) aircraft
altitude above sea level, arep equal to 1000 feet as well, (4) aircraft slant distance from the
receptor, rrep (5) sound emission angle Orepand (6) aircraft speed, Sref.

Ultimately we wish to synthesize the sound-level history of the aircraft flyover at the
aircrMt's actual speed, s, and actual height above the ground, h. Beforedoing this, however,
we need to synthesize the sound.leveI history for the reference speed, Srepand the reference
height, Prof = 1000 feet. This is necessary to reconcile the data-base's reference spectrum
with both (1) the aircraft's A-weighted dicectivity fromindependent sources in the literature,
and (2) the data base's value of 5ound Exposure Level, SEL, for the reference conditions.

5o next we need to synthesize the reference aircraft's full sound-level history in 1/3-octave
bands (at height 1000 feet and sref), using the reference spectrum under the reference
conditions. For times before and after (temm)rep the following parameters vary relative to
their reference values: (1) slant distance, r(temm), between aircraft and receptor, which
affects the amount of sound divergence and atmospheric absorption, (2) angle of sound
emission, 0(temm), which affects the amount of sound emitted in accordance with the
aircraft'sdiructivity, and (3) lateralattenuationbetween aircraft and receptor, which depends
upon the continually changing elevation angle to the aircraft:.

Sl_lntdlstanc0,r(te ). In a straightforward manner, we firstdetermine the time-varying slant_n.m
distance as the a|rcraft proceeds along its route. This slant distance bears the standard
relationship between perpendicular distance (1000 feet) to the flight path, the aircraft speed
s el',and time tetn as measured at the aircraft. Without loss of generality, we set ternmJr m ....
equal to zero when the aircraft rs at its closest point of approach to the receptor.

NPOARQportNo.91-4 HMMHReportNo.290940.n_
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Note that we initially use tile time of sound en'dssion, tomm, in our synthesis, rather than
the time of sound arrival at the receptor, trec. We do this because the amount of sound
energy emitted per second by the aircraft depends upon the time scale at the aircraft and
upon the emission angles measured at the aircraft. We will later convert to receptor time,

trec, because that is the time scale for our desired, time histories.

Divergence. Next we adjust each l/3-octave band level by the additional amount of
divergence at time ternm, relative to tile reference conditions. This adjustment equals

[ r,_l

This adjustment will be negative at times when the aircraft is further from the receptor than
rrep and will be positive when closer. Note that the reference distance is the slant distance,
rrep not the distance of closest approach, 1000 feet.

Atmosphericabserption. Next we adjust each 1/3-octave band level by the additional amount
of atmospheric absorption at time torero, relative to the reference conditions. This
adjustment differs for each frequency band, and is computed as that band's atmospheric
absorption per foot of sound propagation, times the propagation distance in excessof rref.
This adjustment will be negative at times when the aircraft is further from the receptor than
r of, and will be positivewhen closer. Note again that the reference distance is the slant
dristance, rref, not the distance of closest approach, 1000 feet.

L_tsral attonuation. When the aircraft is at a great distance from the receptor, either when
approaching or when receding, its elevation angle above the horizontal is small. For this
_'¢nson, we subtract the lateral attenuation from each 1/3-octave hand level, to account for
the soft-ground attenuation between aircraft and receptor. As the aircraft approaches the
receptor, this lateral attenuation reduces to zero; it then increases again as the aircraft
recedes. In this part of the synthesis, we are approximating to (1) relatively flat, acoustically
absorptive ground and (2) an aircra_ that flies directly overhead or nearly so.

Convomlon from Emissionrimsto rocoptortime. At this point in the synthesis, we have the
aircraft's sound-level history with time ternm at the aircraft. Before we can adjust this
sound-level history for directivity, we must convert the time axis to trec at the receptor.

Two mechanisms enter into this conversion. First, because the sound takes time to travel
from atrcra[t to receptor, there is a continually changing offset between the two time scales.
Mathematically, trec equals ternm plus the amount of time it takes the sound to travel the
slant distance, r.
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Second, while the aircraft is approaching the receptor, the sound energy emitted during a
time interval of one second (measured at the aircraft) actually arrives over a shorter time
interval measured at the receptor, because of the motion of the aircraft towards the receptor.
For example, if the aircraft were approaching the receptor at one half the speed of sound,
one second's worth of emitted energy would arrive compressed into one-half second at the
receptor. Therefore, the sound intensity at the receptor would be doubled - that is, twice
as much energy per second would enter the microphone as otherwise. Accordingly, the
sound level is increased by this motion of source towards receptor. On the other hand,
while the aircraft is receding from the receptor, the opposite happens: the sound level is
decreased by the motion of source away from the receptor.

In total, the required adjustment in sound level equals

During approach, this adjustment is positive and can be relatively large. For example, when
the aircraft is still very far off and approaching, then 6 nearly equals zero degrees. In this
ease, the adjustment equals +3 decibels for an aircraft travelling at half the speed of sound,
c, and +6 decibels for one travc_lling at three-quarters the speed of sound. As the aircraft
approaches closer, 0 tends towards 90 de_ees and the adjustment reduces slowly to zero
at the aircraft's point of closest approach. As the aircraft recedes, 0 transitions from 90 to
180 degrees and the adjustment therefore tends towards small negative values, minus 1.to-2
decibels.

Dlrscttvlty. Concerning directivity, we begin with the typical jet directivity pattern from the
literature, as shown in the main body of this report. This directivity pattern contains a lobe
towards the rear quarter of the jet. We next must modify this direetivity to be consistent
with the reference conditions from the data base. Otherwise, our resulting sound-leveI
history would not have its maximum A-weighted sound level at the proper (_ref'

To modify the directivlty pattern, we compute a full set of 1/3-octave-band time histories
from the considerations above, and then compute the resulting A-weighted sound-level
history. We then observe the angle at which this sound-level history becomes a maximum.
This will generally not be equal to the reference angle 6rep because the directivity pattern
from the literature is not precisely consistent with the data base. We therefore "re-aim" the
major lobe of the directivity pattern somewhat, in as smooth a manner as possible, to turn
the maximum A-weighted sound level to the data base's direction, ere h

Reference EEL. We next must ensure consistency of the aircraft's sound-level history with
the data base's value of the reference Sound Exposure Level, SELre P To do this, we
determine the EEL from the resulting A-weighted sound-level history in the standard
manner, and calibrate the entire sound-level history in nil frequency bands, thereby shifting
it either up or down somewhat to produce the proper SELreh
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SYNTHESISPflOCEDUflE

Summaryto thls pointInthesynthesis. At this point in the synthesis, we have synthesized the
aircraft's 1/3-octave.band time histories at the receptor, consistent with the reference
conditions in the date base. For the reference l_eight (href = 1000 feet) and reference speed,
Sref, these 1/3-octave time histories produce (1) the proper general shape of the aircrafVs
A-weighted directivity, re-aimed somewhat, (2) the proper reference SELref, (3) a maximum
A-weighted sound level at the proper angle tiref, and (4) the proper relative spectrum at 0re f.

We have had to slightly compromise on producing the proper maximum A-weighted sound
level, in order to calibrate the sound-level history to the proper 5ELre f. In addition, we have
not been able to incorporate the aircraft's 1/3.octave directivities, for lack of adequate data
in the open literature. Instead, we have considered them to be the same as the A-weighted
directivities. Finally, we have not incorporated the Doppler effect, which shifts sound
energy upwards in frequency upon the aircraft's approach and downward when it recedes.

Computationfor actualflitihtconditions. Now that the computations are calibrated in this
manner to the reference conditions, we proceed to synthesize the sound-level history for the
aircraft's actual height, h, and speed, s. In addition, we must make one further adjustment
for the aircraft's actual altitude, a, above sea level, which affects its sound emission.

To synthesize the 1/3-octave time histories for actual flight conditions, we repeat the above
steps, except for the calibrations of directivity and gEL - this time for the actual aircraft

;_ height above the ground and aircraft speed. We start with the data-base reference
conditions and increase the perpendicular distance between flight path and receptor to the
actual height above the ground. This results in an adjustment for both divergence and
atmospheric absorption, as discussed above. Then we traverse the aircraft along its flight
path, at its actual speed, to determine its 1/3-octave time histories in ternm units, while
taking into account changes in divergence, atmospheric absorption, and directivlty. And
finally we convert to time units, trec, at the receptor as discussed above.

Note that we make no explicit adjustment from the reference speed Sref to the actual aircraft
speed, s. Nevertheless, the computed gELs from the model will vary with speed in the
propermanner,

because the time histories will account for aircraft speed: the histories will be "shorter" along
the time axis for faster aircraft and "longer" for slower aircraft.

Altitudo-0bov0vaos-lovolIldJustmonLOne further adjustment is neededto complete theaircraft's
time histories: an altitude-above-sea.level adjustment to account for reduced jet-aircraft
emissions at the actual aircraft altitude, a. To make this adjustment, we subtract the
following from each 1/3-octave band level [Galloway, 1981] [8AE, 1985 (both dtations)]:
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SYNTHESISPROCEDURE

_jC=) = zO51o_[z-(6.s?s6xlO'_)a]-101os(1-(6.64S×lo-6)a]

This subtraction adjusts the aircraft's sound emission to aircraft altitudes above sea level
different from 1000 feet. Note that the data base assumes that the ground is at sea level and
correspondingly that the aircraft is 1000 feet above sea level during its reference flyover.

Computationof dsscdptom, Theresultingaynthestaproducesl/3-octavetimehistoriesduring
the aircraft flyover. We then can compu te the acoustical descriptors of interest directly from
these time histories; while taking into account the 1/3-octave-band spectrum of the
background sound. These computations of acoustical descriptors are summarized in

j Appendix A.
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